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ABOUT
THIS REPORT
The annual management and sustainability report covers the
Company’s results and highlights of 2017, and describes how it manages
top economic, social, environmental and corporate governance
matters for the business and for its stakeholders.
This report has been prepared in accordance with the GRI Standards.
These standards - developed by the Global Reporting Initiative www.globalreporting.org at the core level - promote the best practices
for reporting on a range of economic, environmental and social impacts;
and hence, the contributions made by an organization on sustainable
development. The contents of this report have been approved by the
Sustainability Directive Committee and did not undergo an external
assurance. The digital version of this report is found at
www.elcondor.com.

Stakeholder engagement
Stakeholders were identified in terms of their real or potential impact
on Construcciones El Cóndor, and in turn, the real or potential
impact that the Company’s activities have on them. Determining
the relation mechanisms used with these groups leads to mitigate
negative impacts, boost positive impacts, manage risks and consider
stakeholders in the decision-making process.

The relation mechanisms used with stakeholders
mitigate and boost the positive and negative results,
manage risks and consider them in the decisionmaking process.

GRI 102:32; 102-50; 102-52; 102-54; 102-56
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To Construcciones El Cóndor, meeting its
commitments in the construction and
concession agreements it enters, including
specific guidelines for its relations with
communities, users and authorities,
is paramount. For other stakeholders,
in addition to what is contracted, the
Company seeks to create relations which
are transparent and generate value
through different mechanisms.

Users
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Stakeholders

Mechanisms of engagement

Clients

• Agreements and their attachments
• Correspondence
• Meetings and committees
• Comptrollerships

Collaborators

• Working environment and performance evaluations
• Great Place to Work survey
• Informative bulletins
• Annual Convention
• Audits and check lists

Users

• User Satisfaction survey
• User Service offices
• Media plan
• User Service line

Suppliers

• Supplier risk assessment (regulation compliance)
• Initial assessment and performance of critical products and services

Shareholders

• Ongoing and close relation with majority shareholders, participation in the
Company’s administration, etc.
• Investor Relations office
• IR Report

Authorities

• Permit and license requests
• Correspondence and visits
• Regulations in force

Communities

• Neighborhood Project reports
• Briefings and disclosure meetings
• Questions, Complaints, Claims and Suggestions system
• Environmental and Social Responsibility Plan
• Informative bulletins

Funding bodies

• Loan agreements
• Regular reports
• Independent Engineer relations (representative of financial entities)

GRI 102-40; 102-42; 102-43
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Materiality, coverage and scope
The Company continues to work on its
2015 priorities, which involve financial
impacts, commitments gains, sectorial and
sustainable contexts, social and regulatory
settings, and stakeholder outlook.

Leaders

The materiality matrix underwent the
following minor adjustments which were
approved by the Sustainability Committee:
1. “Work-related accident and disease
prevention” was attached to “Collaborators”
to reflect the Company’s comprehensive
vision on well-being and the culture
of care. The Health and Safety at Work
indicators remain in the tactical objectives
of Construcciones El Cóndor.
2. “Innovation” was prioritized as material
due to its importance for the Company’s
sustainability
and
competitiveness.
Though it was not identified as a priority
for most stakeholders, the Company is
focusing strongly on this issue.

X Axis: Relevance for Stakeholders
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Y Axis: Relevance for the Company

Materiality issues:
1. Governance, ethics and transparency
2. Profitable growth
3. Regulation compliance
4. Product quality
5. Stone materials
6. Innovation
7. Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions
8. Collaborators

Coverage
Material issues

9. Community relations

Internal

External

Governance, ethics and
transparency

X

X

Profitable growth

X

X

Regulation compliance

X

X

Product quality

X

X

Stone materials

X

X

Innovation

X

GHG emissions

X

X

Collaborators

X

X

Community relations

X

X

Scope
The Report includes an overview of every
project. Regarding material issues, solely
construction projects are reported since
they create the most relevant economic,
social and environmental impacts. In short,
if you wish to see the consolidated figures
of the projects in which Construcciones El
Cóndor participates with other companies,
please refer to the reports published by
those corporations.
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Project

Share

Scope
Material issue indicators are reported.

Concesión Cesar Guajira

100.00%

Concesión Ruta al Mar

100.00%

Condor Construction Corp.

100.00%

Condor Investment Inc.

100.00%

Concesión Vías de las Américas

66.67%

Material issue indicators are reported of the work
fronts: Urabá, Montería and Santa Ana.

Industrias Selma

49.75%

No material issue indicators are reported since no
direct construction activity was made.

Concesión Pacífico Tres

48.00%

Material issue indicators are reported of the work
fronts: Irra and La Virginia.

Agregados Argos (Agregados San
Javier)

24.00%

Activities made by Construcciones El Cóndor are
reported.

Concesión La Pintada (Pacífico 2)

21.15%

No material issue indicators are reported.

Concesión Vías del Nus

21.11%

No material issue indicators are reported since no
direct construction activity was made.

Concesión Hatovial

21.11%

Hidroeléctrica del Río Aures

16.60%

Constructora Túnel de Oriente

12.70%

Concesión Túnel Aburrá Oriente

12.51%

Concesión Red Vial de los Llanos

11.00%

Information required to report material issue indicators
is not available for this period.To be reported in 2018.
No material issue indicators are reported since no
direct construction activity was made.

Construction services
Becerril - Prodeco

N/A

Caucheras

N/A
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Material issue indicators are reported.

GRI 102-46; 102-47; 102-49
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Sustainability management
A major development in 2017 in terms
of
sustainability
management
was
preparing the Sustainability Action Plan.
This 5-year plan to manage material issues
focuses on creating value, mitigating
impacts and managing related risks.
In addition, it describes the progress
made by incorporating sustainability
into the organization’s DNA. Ahead, the
Company shall continue strengthening
the involvement of the Board of Directors
and Senior Management on issues related
to sustainability, enhancing their relation
mechanism, and measuring the impact of
sustainability initiatives on the business.
For issues related to this report and
sustainability
matters,
contact
the
Sustainability Committee through its
Coordination area:
camila.villa@elcondor.com

Sustainable Directive Committee
Corporate
President

Executive
President

Operations
Management

Organization Development
Management

Sustainability Group
Environment

Social

Integrated
Management System

Human
Talent

Labor
Relations

Safety & Health
at Work

Technical
Ofﬁce

Finance

Foundation

Leaders

Sustainability Coordination

Organization Development Management

Project Teams

GRI 102-53
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MANAGEMENT
REPORT

Luz María Correa Vargas - Corporate President

To Construcciones El Cóndor, 2017 meant huge challenges which,
alongside the Company’s strategy, led to major milestones to
maintain our profitable growth and as well as our commitment to our
environmental and social management and sound governance.
During the past three years we have obtained $6 billion pesos to
finance projects. This figure has led the Company to new corporate
settings and to face unchartered waters where courage, strength
and team work enabled unimaginable negotiations and results. And
it’s right now during this time of growth and consolidation in which
our commitment to sustainability and manage material issues makes
more sense and increase relevance.
Construcciones El Cóndor is making history by becoming a pioneer in
Colombia in financing road concessions in the international capitals
market; which in turn means for the country an expansion of its
international investors for infrastructure projects. Indeed, opening this
market, along with the lessons and acknowledgements involved, leads
to have today new organizational capacities to develop ambitious
projects.
The resources stemming from the aforementioned financing pushed
developments in the construction stage of the concessions in which
the Company participates as an EPC (Engineering Procurement
and Construction), counting with the experience and knowledge
of engineers and their support team to meet the commitments of
execution with top quality and in a timely manner.

GRI 102-14; 102-15
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All of this was even more challenging
because of the environment in the
infrastructure sector during 2017. There
were unfortunate and widely known events
that created an environment of skepticism
and unwillingness to make decisions in the
national financial system and in contract
management. However, the invaluable
work and efforts of all company employees
made it possible to have a responsible,
committed, and transparent management
to achieve our objectives.

2017 was a year of great challenges
during which, aligned with the
strategy, it was possible to achieve
significant objectives that will make
it possible to maintain the Company’s
profitable growth, and
environmental, social, and good
governance commitment.

These are the most important events
during the period:
• The preconditions were accredited and
the necessary authorizations to perform
the purchase sale agreement signed
with Grupo Argos for the transfer of the
share in OPAIN S.A. where obtained, thus
complying with the corporate financing
plan.
• Together with Cementos Argos S.A.
and Odinsa S.A., a simplified joint stock
company
called
Agregados
Argos
S.A.S. was created. The purpose of the
companies is to produce, exploit, and
commercialize aggregates. Beyond the
promising forecast, the alliance with these
major Colombian companies makes our
company proud.
• A purchase sale agreement was signed
with Infrared Capital Partners Limited
for the transfer of the 50% share in the

14

concession Ruta al Mar S.A.S. This purchase
is subject to the fulfillment of certain
conditions precedent.
• In the Cesar Guajira S.A.S. concession, as a
result of a decision by the Supreme Court
of Justice, toll collection was suspended
in 2 of the stations for more than 90 days.
According to the contract, this activated
the cause for early termination provided
therein. Although it is unfortunate that the
project will not continue, the knowledge of
how to structure, implement, and manage
this type of contract made it possible to
safeguard the company’s interests.
• In the Vías de Las Américas concession,
addendum number 20 to Contract 008
of 2010, between Agencia Nacional de
Infraestructura and Vías de las Américas
S.A.S. was signed. The purpose of the
addendum is to provide additional time
to complete some interventions during
the preoperative stage, and sign a partial
completion
document,
significant
milestones in the implementation of this
project.
• In the La Pintada (Pacífico 2) concession,
the conditions precedent to obtain the
first section of the long-term credit were
completed.
• In the Ruta al Mar concession, a credit
agreement for $950 thousand million pesos
was finalized, and the same day the price
of the offer for placing ordinary bonds in
the international market for a total of $522
thousand million pesos. The conditions
precedent for the first disbursement of this
credit were completed on December 21.
• This is the second year we have worked
under the guidelines of the global
reporting initiative (GRI), strengthening
the integrated management of the
economic, social, environmental and
corporate governance dimensions in
which we have made major progress
thanks to the commitment of the strategic
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team. This made it possible to pervade the
organization’s culture and gain the support
of the entire Company.
Thus, we can feel very satisfied with
the achievements during 2017. Those
achievements give is a strategic position in
the sector which is currently one of the most
important sectors for the development
of the Colombian economy. We invite all
stakeholders to read through this report
to find out the details of the management
and the outlook for this business.

Profitable growth

Corporate results
Because of the effects produced when
financial statements are consolidated with
the company in the Vías de las Américas
S.A.S., Cesar Guajira S.A.S. and Ruta al Mar
S.A.S. project, the revenue from ordinary
activities and EBITDA margin increased (a
significant increase and its neutral effect
on the associated short-term profits), and
also on financial debt (significant increase
because of the nature of de project finance
of the concessions), The Company is
inviting the stakeholders to analyze the
indicators on the basis of the individual
financial statements.

Profitable growth is the company’s
soundness and ability to endure over time.
This is done by analyzing and structuring
projects and investments, managing risks,
controlling costs, and creating efficiencies.

Sector behavior
During 2017, the Colombian economy
continued its general deceleration trend
during the first half of the year. As the
effects of a lower interest rate by the central
bank, and the tax reform began to be seen,
there was an improvement in the year
close with a 1 point 8% increase in the GIP.
The civil works construction sector was one
of the few had good economic dynamics.
The projects that began construction
reached a higher rate of completion
and the revenue associated with these
completions began to increase the rhythm
for the associated sectors.
This good
performance for the sector is reflected
by an 8% increase in construction of civil
engineering works, compared to 2% of the
GIP during the third quarter. The trend
remains positive and this places the sector
as one of the pillars for economic growth.

15
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Disclosure and control of
financial information
The Audit and Risk Management
Committee’s functions include ensuring
that the financial information disclosed
by the Organization is timely and
relevant. To do this, it verifies compliance
with the provisions of the “information
disclosure”. For this reason, and following
the procedure mentioned above, the
accounting directorate established the
dates for delivery, collection, review, and
processing of the various processes and
projects that affect and are part of the
Company’s information using a calendar
that can be found in the suppliers’ page on
the corporate web.
Following this calendar, the Organization’s
accounting
department
reviewed,
consolidated, and made available to
the External Accountant, the financial
information for each month. This for
intermediate periods and for the closing
period there was timely and relevant
information available for the Operations
Management, the Executive Presidency,
the
Audit
and
Risk
Management
Committee to review, and for the Board of
Directors to give their final approval prior
to publication..

Separate financial statements

showing an increase of 66.9% compared
to 2016. This revenue consists mostly of
construction revenue (services provided) at
the various works. As the projects advance,
it is possible to begin, within the works,
highly profitable and scalable activities
that increase billing levels.
Nonetheless, this level of billing was
marginally lower than what the company
expected due to the weather effects on
the La Pintada (Pacífico 2) and Pacífico 3
concession projects, which have prevented
the good rate of billing achieved during
the first quarters of the year. It is important
to point out that the revenue that was not
billed during 2017 will be received during
2018.
• Costs were 84% and administrative
expenses were 5% of the revenue from
ordinary activities. The operating margin
recorded was 40.5% and includes the profit
on sale of investments, non-recurring
event.
• The EBITDA (construction plus profits from
sale of investments) was $281.072 million
compared to $215.031 million for 2016. This
increase is mainly due to the effect of
higher profits produced by projects in the
construction stage, and of the divestments
completed during the first quarter of 2017.
The EBITDA for construction during the
same period was $92.759 million compared
to $70.320 million in 2016.

• Revenue from ordinary activities until
December 2017 was $603.430 million pesos,

Financial statements for 2017
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Period

Date reviewed by the
Board of Directors

Date of transmission to
Superfinanciera

Date required by
Superfinanciera

4Q2016

27/02/2017

28/02/2017

01/03/2017

1Q2017

24/04/2017

12/05/2017

15/05/2017

2Q2017

28/07/2017

11/08/2017

15/08/2017

3Q2017

31/10/2017

10/11/2017

15/11/2017
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• The Company produced net profits for
the year of $184.909 million pesos, mostly
associated with non-recurrent event, such
as divestment of assets.

Financial statement

Revenues
2016

Net profits

$361.633

2017

To ensure that the assets assigned to
provide construction services are managed
in a profitable manner, the company has
designed its own indicator that measures
the return on equity for construction
(ROEC), by comparing the profits produced
by this business with that of the equity
assigned only to this same purpose. During
2017 the company had 21.07% profits on
its construction assets, which exceeds the
initial goal of 19.54%.

$185.924

2017

$184.909

Balance sheet

45+55 77+23

$603.430

2016

45%

Current

Assets
2017

EBITDA

Construction plus
profits from the sale of
investments
2016
2017

$215.031
$281.072

Operating
margin

2016
2017

55%

Non-current

52,3%
40,5%

23%

Non-current

Equity
2016
2017

$774.087
$921.474

Liabilities
2017

77%

Current

Balance sheet
As of December 2017, total assets were
$1.99 billion and consisted 45% of current
assets and un 55% of non-current assets.
Total liabilities were $1.07 billion, and the
makeup is 77% current liabilities and
23% non-current liabilities. Compared
to December 2016 there was a marginal
decrease in total liabilities. Total Financial
debt (banks plus financial leasing)
calculated on total assets, is 26%.
Construcciones El Cóndor net equity as of
December 2017 was $921.474 million, with a
positive 19% variation.

Share performance
In 2017 the share closed at $1.165, showing
a positive performance compared to 2016
with a variation of 1.30%. In addition, the
COLCAP index, which reflects the changes
in prices of the 20 most liquid shares in
the Colombian stock exchange (Bolsa de
Valores de Colombia), had a variation of
12.46% compared to the previous year.
As of December 2017, the stock
capitalization was $669.136 million and the
yield was 4.2%.
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At the end of 2017 the backlog -balance
of works contracted and pending
execution - was $2.47 billion pesos
equivalent to 4 years of what was billed
in 2017.
09/12/17
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El Cóndor vs COLCAP – as of December 2017

COLCAP

Backlog
At the end of 2017 the backlog -balance of
works contracted and pending executionwas $2.47 billion pesos, equivalent to
4 years of what was billed in 2017. This
calculation takes into consideration the
billing completed by December 2017 for a
total of $602.942 million pesos (discounting
dividends and revenue not associated
with construction services). There are
also $148.567 million pesos in a cancelled
backlog, from the cancellation of the Cesar
Guajira concession project.

2012
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2013

2014

2015

2016

$2.476.485

$2.695.401

$3.155.328

$1.855.282

$931.411

$1.311.505

Backlog

2017
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2018 Outlook
The presidential elections in 2018 spread
uncertainty and political agitation. The
economic outlook of Colombia’s economy
is optimistic and the positive trend
displayed at the end of 2017 is expected,
backed by a lower inflation and lower
interest rates. The World Bank set its GDP
outlook for 2018 at 2.9% while Bancolombia
expects a 2.7% growth.
In 2018, Construcciones El Cóndor shall
meet the execution plan of its projects
and in turn their environmental and social
management, which will lead to significant
advances in the concessions’ construction
stage. The financing plan will remain to
expand the Company, thus meeting the
goals set forth while the sustainability
management plan will be activated.

2018 Outlook

Macroevironment

Presidential
elections

Positive
economic
projection

Lower
inflation

Lower
interest
rates

Microenvironment

Compliance with
project execution
plan

Land, social and
environmental
management

Compliance with
corporate objectives

Activation of
sustainability
management plan

Significant advances
in construction

Corporate financing
plan implementation
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COMPANY
PROFILE
Construcciones El Cóndor S.A. is a leading player in the road
infrastructure business, ranking* 5th in 2016 among those responsible
for the growth of this sector in Colombia. Nationally and internationally,
the Company has executed urbanism, railroad, hydroelectric
and mining projects using responsible engineering, mitigating
environmental impacts, using technology, innovation and technical
capability, and best practices in its processes, such as efficient and topquality engines.
The Company was founded in Medellin in 1979 by a group of
entrepreneurial and visionary engineers. Since then, it has stood out
for its innovative organization, ranking among the best engineering
business of the country, and providing ongoing development to the
Colombian infrastructure.
The goal by 2023 is to gain revenues equivalent to $2 billion pesos, of
which 25% shall derive from operations overseas, and a market cap of
$4 billion pesos.

Construcciones El Cóndor is a leading player in the
infrastructure, ranking* 5th in 2016 among those
responsible for the growth of this sector in Colombia.

The Company
Profitable and equity
strength

Good Corporate
Governance practices

Vast experience in
construction and
managing large projects

Company fully
funded on the
4G program

* Source: 2017 Semana Special Edition. The 100 largest companies in Colombia. Figures as of December 31, 2016.

GRI 102-2; 102-5; 102-4; 102-6
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Construction services
Caucheras | Antioquia
Prodeco | Cesar
Agregados San Javier | Antioquia

Concession and construction
contracts

USA

Florida
Guajira
Bolívar

Investments

Cesar

Sucre
Córdoba
Antioquia

Caldas
Risaralda
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Concesión Ruta al Mar | Antioquia,
Córdoba, Sucre y Bolívar
Concesión Cesar Guajira | Cesar y
Guajira
Condor Construction Corp. | Florida
Condor Investment Inc. | Florida
Concesión Vías de las Américas |
Antioquia, Córdoba y Sucre
Concesión Pacífico Tres | Antioquia,
Caldas y Risaralda
Concesión La Pintada | Antioquia

Meta

Concesión Túnel Aburrá Oriente |
Antioquia
Concesión Aburrá Norte - Hatovial |
Antioquia
Concesión Vías del Nus | Antioquia
Concesión Vial de los Llanos | Meta
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17+32+2031

31%

17%

Revamping

No intervention

Type of

intervention

20%

32%

Construction

Improvement

97+3
3%

97%

Related to
roads

Construction

Related to
tunnels

risk

Value generation
This graph breaks down the Company’s
main activities, analyzes its productive
chain and sheds light on where the value
rises for different stakeholders. The chain
value of Construcciones El Cóndor begins
with project design and structuring until
the placement of pavement, aftermarket
services and in several cases, concession
management. This scheme displays
the relations with stakeholders and
the economic and social chains which
generate value.

Direct economic value generated and distributed
2017

2016

Economic value generated

793.345.595

553.204.943

Revenues

793.345.595

553.204.943

Economic value distributed

637.594.976

395.668.458

559.119.557

359.450.932

* Employee salaries and benefits

125.335.906

69.486.484

* Payments to capital suppliers

Costs and expenses (+)

44.558.248

50.384.440

Dividends

28.138.182

27.569.559

Taxes

49.317.300

7.829.745

1.019.937

818.222

155.750.619

157.536.485

Investments in communities
Economic value withheld
* Included in the figure of costs and expenses

GRI 102-9; 201-1
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01

PROJECT DESIGN AND
STRUCTURING

A process that determines the works to be
executed and how to carry them out based on
their technical, legal, ﬁnancial, environmental
and social scope.
Impacted groups: suppliers, collaborators,
clients, funding bodies and shareholders.

04

MATERIAL TRANSPORTATION

The moment in which the resources produced
are taken to the exact point where they are
applied in a project.
Impacted groups: suppliers, collaborators,
shareholders, communities and users.

24

02

MATERIAL EXTRACTION

The moment in which the basic raw materials
are extracted in accordance with the applicable
standards and laws, to build a project’s works
and structures.
Impacted groups: suppliers, collaborators,
clients, shareholders, communities and
authorities.

05

MATERIAL EXTENSION, PLACEMENT
AND COMPACTING

The stage in which the materials are disposed of
and applied in accordance with technical
designs and speciﬁcations.
Impacted groups: suppliers, collaborators,
shareholder, communities, users and clients.

CONSTRUCCIONES EL CÓNDOR S.A.

STAKEHOLDERS
Suppliers

Communities

Collaborators

Authorities

Clients

Shareholders

Users

Funding
bodies

03

MATERIAL PROCESSING

The transformation phase of raw materials with
other components necessary to execute works
and structures.
Impacted groups: suppliers, collaborators,
shareholders, communities and
authorities.

06

OPERATION OF AREAS

Phase in which maintenance, user service, toll
collection and road management (received or
intervened) tasks are made.
Impacted groups: suppliers, collaborators,
shareholders, communities, users, authorities
and clients.
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Vertical integration

Construction
Experience in:

Roads
Tunnels
Bridges
Overpasses
Concrete works
Mining
Open pit exploitation
Land and rock movement
Mass transportation systems
Dams

Expectations to
generate future backlog
related to infrastructure
investments which
Colombia needs.

Since 1979, we have
profitably executed the
construction business.

Location and selection
of the most strategic
construction projects of
the country.

The construction
business represents
the largest value of the
Company.

38 years of
experience

Technical
capacity

Human talent and
organizational
setting

Short-term
stability

Long-term
stability

Balance sheet
soundness

In infrastructure
projects of Colombia

With one of the largest
machinery fleets of
Colombia

Known as a Great
Place to Work in 2017.
Ranked 12th among
the best companies of
Colombia*
* More than 500
collaborators

In work contracts to
be executed, with a
backlog at December
2017 of $2.476 billion

Investments portfolio
in infrastructure

Ranked 3rd in the
construction sector for
accounting equity**
**Closing of 2016.
Semana Magazine
- The Largest
Companies of
Colombia

Investment

Experience in:
Road concessions
Public utilities concessions
Airport concessions
Power generation projects
Investment in companies related to the
infrastructure sector
Mining concessions

Source of backlog.
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Enables the
optimization of risks
assigned during the
construction.

Chance to develop new
APPs to complement
current investments
(expand the life of the
construction business).

Revenues related to
these investments
provide stability to
medium and longterm flows (after
construction).
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Differentiating aspects in the sector
Corporate governance and human
talent

Capabilities for project execution

• Directive team with an average experience
of 27 years.
• Collaborators with experience executing
projects.
• High corporate governance standards
and IR stamp acknowledgment from the
Colombian Stock Exchange.
• Known as one of the Best Places to Work in
Colombia.

• More than three decades executing
projects in the infrastructure sector.
• Projects with profitable execution and
stable gross margin.
• 70% of the machinery is less than 5 years
old.
• 72% of the miles to intervene in backlog
projects solely require revamping and/or
improvements.

Priviledged logistics position

Access to financing sources

• Synergies between new and old projects.
• Access to a large source of materials to
execute projects.
• Excellent relations with major suppliers
guaranteeing access to basic raw materials.

• The Company is listed in the Colombian
Stock Exchange since 2012.
• Excellent relation with major banks of the
country.
• Sound internal cash generation.
• Experience in credits with multilateral
entities and international capital markets.
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The Corporate Group
Corporation

Tax I.D. No.

Economic activity

Share

Construcciones
El Cóndor S.A.

890.922.447-4

Construction of: roads and railroads, public utilities projects, civil engineering works, non-residential buildings and other works.

Parent
Company

Concesión Ruta
al Mar S.A.S.

900.894.996-0

Construction, improvement, operation,
maintenance and y reversion of the road system
to connect the departments of Antioquia-Bolívar.

100%

Concesión
Cesar Guajira
S.A.S.

900.860.520-2

Construction, revamping, operation, maintenance
and reversion of the road system to connect the
departments of Cesar y La Guajira.

100%

900.373.783 – 3

Study, design, planning, financing, exploitation,
infrastructure business management, and
execution of every activities and works pertaining
to engineering and architecture.

66,66%

811.021.112-9

Design, and construction of civil works anywhere
in Colombia, under any contractual mode used,
such as public utilities contracts, concessions,
joint ventures, among others,; overall, all types of
activities.

100%

Condor
Investments
USA Inc.

EIN: 81-1271140

Serve as a vehicle for the parent company to
execute activities of Condor Construction Corp. in
U.S.A.

100%

Condor
Construction
Corp.

EIN: 81-1250951

Construction of roads.

Concesión Vías
de las Américas
S.A.S.
Concesión Red
Vial del Cesar
S.A.S. 1

100% through
Condor
Investment
USA, Inc.

1 On March 7, 2017, the private document on the Commercial Registry was registered which approves
the abbreviated merger through absorption by which Construcciones El Cóndor S.A.absorbs its affiliate
Concesión Red Vial del Cesar S.A.S.
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Governance, ethics and transparency
Corporate governance
Corporate Governance determines the
principles and good practices that should
be used within the Company to promote a
reliable and transparent business setting
that backs its sound and stable growth.
Indeed, it is paramount to try to reach
major economic goals related to investor
trust, fair treatment of shareholders, and
the chance to access the capital necessary
for growth
To manage a coherent and consistent
governance structure, tools have been
developed to guide the Company’s
activities towards ethical and lawful
conducts, and to incorporate transparency
in every decision-making process.
Corporate Governance management is
evaluated differently using Annual reports
of the Governance Committee which are
presented to the Board of Directors and to
the Shareholders Assembly; a participating
in the Country Code survey; and the

Management tools
Corporate
governance
• By-laws.
• Code of Good
Governance.
• Rules of the
Assembly
and Board of
Directors.
• Committees
to support the
Board.
• Policies and
procedures.

Ethics

Transparency

• LAFT risk
management
procedures.
• Corporate
Ethics Code.
• Conflict of
Interests Policy.
• Ethics Line

• Information
Disclosure
Manual.
• Investor
Relations Office.
• Publication of
Highlights.
• Management
and
Sustainability
Report.
• Project
socialization and
Frequently
Asked Questions
FAQS.

Directors’ evaluation of the practices that
should be adopted or enhanced within the
Company.

Government structure

80% Family-owned
20% Other Shareholders

General Shareholders
Assembly

7 Members
5 Independents

Board of Directors

27 years of experience
in average of the team

Corporate President
Executive President

Directive Team

GRI 102-5; 102-16; 102-18; 102-22; 102-24; 102-25; 102-26; 102-28; 102-30; 102-35
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Shareholders Assembly
This is the highest Corporate Governance
body comprised of shareholders registered
in the Book of Records of Shares with the
right to vote.

Stock composition

20,00%

Shareholders

Floating

12-31-2017

+20

Internal
Shareholders

80

80,00%

Floating distribution (20%)

63+1+1224

24.8%

Pension Funds

12.3%
0.3%

Floating

12-31-2017

International

The General Shareholders Assembly meets
every year to examine the Company’s
situation and to make decisions of matters
vested upon it in accordance with the
Corporate By-laws., the Rules of the
Shareholders Assembly and/or the Code of
Good Governance.

Board of Directors
The Board of Directors oversees the
compliance with the law and the by-laws; it
sets strategic and corporate objectives, and
determines goals and how to reach them.
In addition, it oversees the actions made
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The Board is comprised of seven
members, of which five are independent.
These members are appointed by the
General Shareholders Assembly using
the electoral quotient system for 2-year
periods. Members are elected considering
the proportional representation of each
shareholder’s ownership and according to
the following criteria: should be professional
with high morals and ethics, with analytic,
managerial and leadership skills, and
should have knowledge in technical,
finance, risks, legal, administrative and
strategy issues.

62.6%

Corporations

Individuals

to meet the objectives made under the
best corporate practices that consider the
expectations of different stakeholders, and
the economic, social and environmental
impacts on the decision-making process.

The Board of Directors oversees the
compliance with the law and the bylaws: it sets strategic and corporate
objectives; and determines goals and
how to reach them.

The average attendance to Board members
was 87%. The work efficiency of the Board
and of the Committees is assessed every
year using a self-assessment process.
Members of the Board abide to the policy of
conflicts of interest applicable throughout
the Company.
Remuneration of Board members, in
compliance with the policy set forth, added
up to four minimum monthly legal wages
in force per meeting attended. Moreover,
since 2016, the Company has a succession
plan for its Board members which may be
consulted on the Company’s website.
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7

2

6

Juan Felipe
Gaviria
Gutiérrez

Claudia
Echavarría
Uribe

3

1

José Jairo
Correa Gómez

Óscar Antonio
Echeverri
Restrepo

4

5

Luis Fernando
Pérez Cardona

Alejandro
Correa
Restrepo

Jairo González
Gómez

Position or profession
Civil Engineer
and
Mathematician

General
Counsel and
manager for
Corporate
Affairs
Almacenes
Éxito S.A.

Civil Engineer

Chemical
Engineer

Economist

Corporate
Finance
Manager
Construcciones
El Cóndor S.A.

Vice President
General
Counsel
Grupo Nutresa
S.A.

Independent

Equity

Independent

Independent

Equity

Independent

1
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13

5

12

6

12/12

12/12

10/12

10/12

10/12

Member
Independent
Years in Board
22

Board assistance
10/12

10/12

Committees assistance
Audit and Risk
Management
Committee
4/5

Audit and Risk
Management
Committee
4/5

Audit and Risk
Management
Committee
5/5

Audit and Risk
Management
Committee
5/5

Audit and Risk
Management
Committee
5/5

Corporate
Governance
and Strategy
Committee
2/2

Organizational
Development,
Human
Talent and
Remuneration
Committee
1/2

Organizational
Development,
Human
Talent and
Remuneration
Committee 2/2

Organizational
Development,
Human
Talent and
Remuneration
Committee 2/2

Corporate
Governance
and Strategy
Committee
2/2

Corporate
Governance
and Strategy
Committee
2/2

Corporate
Governance
and Strategy
Committee
2/2

Other Boards in which they participate
Coltejer
Dislicores

Fondo Mutuo
de Inversión
Futuro

C&F
International

Sura Asset
Management
Clínica Soma
Industrial
Aeronáutica
Imbocar

Suplente
Hatovial
Suplente Túnel
del Oriente

Infantil
Santiago
Corazón
Helados Bon
(República
Dominicana)
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Board Committees

Audit and Risk
Management

Committees

Corporate
Governance and
Strategy

Organizational
Development,
Human Talent and
Remuneration

Function

Supports the determination
of an internal control and
risk management model for
the Company; ensures the
compliance with the laws and
regulations applicable to the
Company; oversees that the
business develops in a proper
and transparent fashion.

Main achievements

• Studied and reviewed the
financial statements of the end
of the year and intermediate
periods.
• Studied and managed the
complaints received through
the ethics line.
• Studied the impact of the tax
reform for the Company.
• Considered and reviewed the
new internal control system.
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Function

Support to determine the
human talent model as well
as its execution and follow-up;
advises on the appointments
and remuneration of the
members of the Board
of Directors and Senior
Management.

Main achievements

• The knowledge and
innovation management
model was approved.
• Worked on the succession
plan of the strategic level
• Developed evaluations to the
presidencies.

Function

Provides support on the
Company’s good governance
and strategy, with the
main goal of creating
recommendations for the
Board of Directors to adopt and
follow-up the best governance
practices, and to determine
and follow-up the strategy.

Main achievements

• Considered and presented
to the Board of Directors
the integral revision to the
Corporate Ethics Code
• Considered and presented
to the Board of Directors the
reform of the Good Governance
Code.

CONSTRUCCIONES EL CÓNDOR S.A.

Senior Management

1

4

6

Luz María
Correa Vargas

3

5

2

7

Alejandro
Correa
Restrepo

Sergio Pérez
Cardona

Projects
Manager

Corporate
Finance
Manager

Organization
Development
Manager

45

50

36

60

24

29

16

36

Ana María
Jaillier Correa

Isabel Cristina
Vásquez Acosta

Adriana
Gallego Oke

Alberto
Arango López

Executive
President

Secretary
General and
Legal Affairs

Operations
Manager

49

47

24

Position
Corporate
President
Age
53

Years of work experience
31
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The entire senior management has economic, social and environmental responsibilities. The senior group reports to the
Presidencies who report to the Board of Directors.

Ethics and transparency
With an ongoing commitment to maintain
high standards of transparency and
ethical behavior, work is done to update
this matters in accordance with the best
practices, particularly several suggested
by Country Code in force in 2015, and the
corporate governance principles of the
OECD.
The Policy of Conflicts of Interests sets
mechanisms for the proper management
of conflicts of interests relative to Company

GRI 102-16; 102-17; 102-19

employees and administrators as well
as the obligation to publish said events
annually of the corporate website. No
conflicts of interests were reported in the
period.
During 2017,
approved:

the

Board

of

Directors

•
The
comprehensive
amendment
of the Code of Ethics by which the
Company gathered in a sole document
the principles, values and rules which
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employees, shareholders, administrators,
suppliers should abide to contractors
of Construcciones El Cóndor and its
subordinates.
• A reform to the company’s Manual for
Information Disclosure to link it to the
Integrated Management System and to
the Internal Procedure for Information
Disclosure.
• A reform to the Code of Good Governance
to: (1) update the policy of the Integrated
Management System, (2) set forth the
company administrators and employees’
obligation to comply with the New Code of
Best Corporate Practices that was adopted
voluntarily in response to the External
Circular issued by the Colombian financial
superintendence
(Superintendencia
Financiera de Colombia), (3) set forth the
reforms to the internal control system; (4)
include a chapter about the company’s
vision of its own sustainability.
With respect to transparency, this is
managed fairly for all shareholders through:
(1) permanent access to information that
all shareholders have according to the
bylaws; (2) timely publication of relevant
information on the RNVE — National
Securities and Issuers registry (Registro
Nacional de Valores y Emisores) and on the
company’s web page as provided by law;
(3) publication of quarterly results reports
and the teleconferences on results on the
SIMEV and (4) reception and resolution of
investors questions through the Investor
Relations Office.
At the project level, there is socialization
with the communities and sectors affected
by the infrastructure works to maintain
open and transparent communications
with all stakeholders. There are also FAQ
channels to answer the public’s concerns
on a timely basis.

Ethics line
An ethics line that consists of various
communications channels was set up on
March 21, 2017 so that clients, investors,
suppliers, employees and the community
can anonymously, quickly, confidentially
and safely report any conduct that they
believe are against the law or the principles
of good governance of Construcciones
El Cóndor. The company’s ethics line is
operated by the firm Resguarda, experts at
managing these kinds of channels.
A total of 18 reports have been received
since the ethics line was implemented
in March 2017, mostly related to conflicts
between employees. In all cases, the
report was received and processed as
provided in the procedure for managing
cases and investigations, guaranteeing the
traceability and security of the information.
Governance, ethics, and transparency
policies and practices are being published
throughout the organization and among
relevant suppliers. In the company’s annual
convention, there was a presentation
about the code of ethics, the manual for
information disclosure, and the declaration
of conflict of interest.

To ensure transparency,
Construcciones El Cóndor invites you
to report:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Breach of trust
Corruption
Bribery
Fraud
Theft
Extortion
Employee
noncompliance
Abuse of power
Noncompliance with
internal controls

•

•

•
•
•

Improper use
of confidential
information
Money Laundering
and Terrorist
Financing
Conflict of
interest
Misappropriation of
assets
Others
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CHALLENGES FOR THE FUTURE
We have reinforced the values
that guide our business mission
and vision, to achieve results
in an ethical and transparent
manner.

• Increase and improve the publication of
governance, ethics, and transparency practices
and policies in the organization, and relevant
suppliers, through talks, onboarding, reonboarding, and campaigns
• Reinforce control mechanisms for compliance
with the policies and practices adopted by the
organization, and the internal evaluation of how
issues of governance, ethics, and transparency
are managed, to focus the continuous
improvement plans.

Corporate values
Integrity

Responsibility

Respect

Excellence

Positive attitude

Ask consistently, firmly,
honestly, and sincerely,
always acting correctly,
without anyone having
to watch their behavior

Is able to respond to
the commitments
assigned by the
company, with
motivation, decision
and discipline, and
face the consequences
for the actions or
failures to act

Develop a sensitivity
to recognize and
value people, the
environment, and the
company’s assets,
fostering harmonious
interpersonal, labor,
and business relations

These people
strive to fulfill their
responsibilities with
an exceptional quality,
seeking continuous
improvement and
maximum innovation
to achieve the best
results

They have the virtue
that comes from the
heart and is displayed
as enthusiasm, being
helpful and proactive;
they work with joy
and passion, showing
love for what they do;
they inspire creativity,
optimism, and fun
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Regulatory compliance
Regulatory compliance is defined as
complying with the laws that apply to
different parts of the organization, as
well as compliance with the directives
and mandates defined internally for each
process.
To ensure regulatory compliance in each
process there is an internal strategy called
Internal Control System, that includes:

The Company’s Internal Control System is
included in the Integrated Management
System and is based on the methodology
proposed by the Committee of Sponsoring
Organizations of the Treadway Commission
(COSO) which consists of a five item
initiative to standardize and improve
internal control within the Company.
The basic objective is to achieve a
reasonable degree of security in areas such
as:

Internal Control System

Internal audit (external company)

• Efficacy of the internal control system
• Efficacy of risk management

Risk management
• Identify risks
• Define treatment
• Efficacy of controls

Audits to the
integrated
management system
(IMS)

Checklists

External audits

• Efficacy of the processes

• Efficacy of the IMS
• Compliance with the
laws

• Reliability and
timeliness of financial
information

Internally, to guarantee regulatory
compliance by each process, there
is a strategy called Internal Control
System.
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• Reliability and timeliness of financial
information.
• Efficacy of the processes (optimize
resources and do what has been defined).
• Compliance with laws and regulations.

Checklists
Checklists help evaluate a person’s
performance in his or her position, verify
compliance with the assigned processes to
measure their efficacy. A in addition, they
make it possible to evaluate compliance
with the policies, standards and other
requirements that have been established.

Efficiency of the processes by project
96,6% | Irra
96,2% | Taller
95,5% | Oficina Central
94,8% | Urabá
94,6% | La Virginia
94,2% | Antioquia Bolívar

Risk management
The design and implementation of the
risk management and business ethics
structure was adjusted and augmented
during 2017. This included identification,
evaluation and definition of controls for
risk events at the corporate, project, and
company levels. The risks evaluated include
strategic, operational, those that go against
business ethics, ML/TF (money laundering
and terrorist financing), and those that
have to do with business continuity.
Strategic corporate risks were identified and
evaluated with the company’s presidential
committee. Controls were established and
individuals responsible were assigned
to design and implement the required
action plans. The risk management policy
was approved, the code of business ethics
and the policy for the ethics line were
approved, and the procedures to manage
strategic and operational risks, instructions
for reporting losses the procedures for
cases and investigations, the procedure to
manage ML/TF, and the procedure for due
diligence were designed and published
through the integrated management
system. Konfirma was retained to manage
ML/TF risks, and the firm Resguarda was
hired to manage the reports through the
ethics line.

93,3% | Cesar Guajira
91,2% | Montería

CHALLENGES FOR THE FUTURE
Audits to the Integrated
Management System
In 2017 there was an external audit to
follow up on the certification for ISO 9001,
ISO 14001, OHSAS 18001 by ICONTEC. This
produced two nonconformities and seven
internal audits of projects and locations
were carried out: Montería, Urabá, Becerril,
Irra, La Virginia, main office and workshop.

• Further promote a risk prevention and
management culture at all levels of the
Company.
• Improve monitoring of event materialization
and the realization by leaders and employees
of the importance of these activities to achieve
their objectives.
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External audit
External audit issues an independent
and professional opinion about the
reasonableness of the financial statements,
validates the internal controls implemented
by the company’s administration, reviews
compliance with the statutory, legal, and
internal regulations such as the code of
good governance and the company’s
control policies. The 2016 General
Shareholders Assembly approved hiring
the Crowe Horwath to provide external
audit services between 2016 and 2018, a
monthly fee of 11.8 MLMS.
For the period of 2017, the external audit
reports that there were no auditing
findings that affected the reasonableness
of the audited figures or that provided
indications that the internal control
system has shortcomings. The final report
concluded that the procedures established
by the administration for accounting and
financial processes, internal control system
and regulatory compliance are appropriate.

Legal situation
During 2017 the company’s legal situation
was normal, with the following noteworthy
events:
• Care was taken to comply with the
regulations about intellectual property
and the copyrights laws, and tools were
implemented to monitor and control
software, brands, and other items used by
the employees to perform their duties.
• The company certifies that it totally
complied with the provisions of article 87,
law 1676 of 2013, and did not hinder the
free circulation of the invoices issued by
vendors or suppliers.
• Attention was paid to regulatory
changes made by the various government
authorities, and to the analysis and study
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of the ongoing regulatory proposals, to
understand and anticipate their impact.
• Due to the nature of the projects that
are being implemented, there was a fluid
communication with the authorities in
charge of making such projects viable, to
understand their needs and requirements
and, therefore, achieve favorable results for
the Company.
• Legal processes have been attended
to with due diligence, using external
consultants for the legal issues, or with
expert attorneys, depending on the issue.
• Through resolutions 3922 of November
21, 2017, and 9544 of December 5, 2017,
Instituto Nacional de Vías (INVIAS), ordered
a payment in favor of the company for
the sum of $5.709.852.073 as payment
for the court decision which condemned
INVIAS to restore the economic balance of
contract 604: recovery and paving of the
road Puente Corozal – El Chino.
• During the reporting period, Corporación
Autónoma de los Valles de Sinú y San Jorge
(CVS) find the company $112.473.217 four
unauthorized materials disposal.
• On January 20, 2017 all the prerequisites
were completed, and the authorizations
needed were obtained to execute
the purchase sale contract signed on
November 15, 2016 between Construcciones
el Cóndor S.A and. y Grupo Argos S.A. to
transfer the fifteen per cent (15%) interest
that Construcciones El Cóndor S.A. had in
OPAIN S.A.
• Through resolution No. 245 dated February
15, 2016, the financial superintendence
(Superfinanciera authorized the merger
through absorption by means of which
Construcciones el Cóndor S.A. absorbs
its affiliate Concesión Red Vial del César
S.A.S. That merger was recorded in the

GRI 102-10; 102-44; 307-1; 419-1
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merchant’s registry on March 8, 2017. F
the idea with the merger was to simplify
the society and the administration of
the company’s investments, establishing
more efficient operation, and leverage
the synergies, efficiencies, and financial,
operational, and accounting strengths.
• The control situation of Petricorp S.A.S
over the company was declared and
recorded in the merchant’s registry on May
23.
• On June 16, together with Cementos Argos
S.A. and Odinsa S.A., a simplified joint share
company was established with the name
of Agregados Argos S.A.S. the corporate
objective of this company, headquartered
in Medellín, is the production, exploitation
and commercialization of aggregates.
• As a result of two decisions made
by the Supreme Court of Justice as
part of the process of actions for the
defense of fundamental rights (tutela)
filed by indigenous and African ascent
communities located in the so-called
Black Line, the order was given to suspend
i the resolution authorizing the toll, and
its modifications, with respect to the Río
Seco and Puente Salguero tollbooths, until
the process of prior consultation with the
plaintiff communities is resolved.
After the 90 days granted by the court
without completing the prior consultation,
the cause for early contract termination
was activated. On July 10, 2017 the ANI
and Concesión Cesar - Guajira signed the
act of early termination of the concession
contract, and the stage of reversion of
contract number 006 of 2015 began.
• On September 11 and 15, the Company
received a visit from the financial
superintendence
(Superintendencia
Financiera) to “get to know and determine
the
effectiveness
of
the
controls
established by the company on the process
of preparing and reporting financial and

nonfinancial information to the securities
market, and management of the investor
relations services”.
As a result of the visit, the company
retransmitted the country code survey,
modified the bylaws and the code of
good governance, expanded note 7 to the
financial statements about the merger
in which the company absorbed Red Vial
del Cesar S.A.S., the (internal) information
disclosure procedure, and the risk matrix
as part of internal audit and internal control
was created, evaluation and control of the
process to prepare, present and transmit
the relevant information from the financial
statements to SIMEV - RNVE.
To comply with the instructions given
in item 5, externa circular June 28, 2014
issued by the Financial Superintendence,
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this report notifies the assembly about
the implementation of the country code
survey and its retransmission.
• On September 25, during its ordinary
session 285, the Board of Directors
approved reforms to the code of good
governance to (i) update the policy of the
integrated management system contained
therein,
(ii) include the obligation of
company administrators and employees
to follow the recommendations of the new
code of best corporate practices that the
company adopted voluntarily to comply
external letter zero 28 of 2014 issued by
the Colombian financial superintendence
(Superintendencia
Financiera
de
Colombia), (iii) reflect the changes to the
internal control system; (iv) included a
chapter about the company’s vision about
its own sustainability.
• On October 31, during its ordinary meeting
287, the Board of Directors approved a
change to the ethics line polity policy to
make it applicable to the company of Grupo
Empresarial Construcciones El Cóndor S.A.
• On October 30, the completion of the
preconditions for the first disbursement
of the loan for the Autopista Conexión
Pacífico 2 project was verified. This project
falls under the concession contract number
006 of 2014 between Concesión la Pintada
S.A.S. (the concessionaire) and Agencia
Nacional de Infraestructura ANI.
• On November 9, General Shareholders
Assembly during its special meeting 201,
approved a statutory reform to set forth,
inter alia, the obligation of company
employees and administrators to abide by
the recommendations of the New Code
of best corporate practices which the
company has adopted voluntarily to comply
with external circular letter zero 28 of 2004
2014 issued by the Colombian financial
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superintendence
(Superintendencia
Financiera de Colombia).
• On December 5, a purchase sale
agreement was signed between the
InfraRed Capital Partners Limited through
two vehicles that are set up for that
purpose, to transfer the 50% share that the
company owns in Concesión Ruta al Mar
S.A.S., equivalent to 350,000, shares with
the right to vote during 2018.
• On December 14 a credit agreement
was completed for the total amount of
$950 thousand million pesos, to finance
the project Concesión Ruta al Mar. This
contract is denominated in pesos and
representative value units (RVU’s), and
has been signed between Concesionaria
Ruta al Mar S.A.S, filial de Construcciones
El Cóndor S.A, and Fiduciaria Bancolombia
S.A. Sociedad Fiduciaria como vocera
del Patrimonio Autónomo Fideicomiso
P.A. Concesión Ruta al Mar, as debtors,
and Financiera de Desarrollo Nacional,
Bancolombia S.A. and Fondo de Deuda
Senior para Infraestructura en Colombia
CAF-AM Ashmore L as lenders, and
Cititrust Colombia S.A. Sociedad Fiduciaria
as administration agent.
• On December 14, the offer price for
placing ordinary bonds by Fideicomiso
P.A Concesión Ruta al Mar as debtor and
Concesión Ruta al Mar S.A.S as co-obligee,
in the international ordinary bond market
in the amount of COP$522.000 million
pesos, approximately equivalent to $174
million USD, maturing in 26.2 years, and a
6.75% coupon.
• On December 21, the preconditions for
the first disbursement of the loan for
the project Ruta al Mar, or completed
according to contract No. 016 of 2015,
signed between Concesión Ruta al Mar
S.A.S (the concessionaire) and Agencia
Nacional de Infraestructura – ANI.
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Events after closing
• On February 18, 2018 the act for reverting
contract 006 of 2015 signed between
Concesión Cesar Guajira and ANI, the
consequence of which is delivering the
contract and the infrastructure to the ANI.
• As a result of the authorization granted by
the Board of Directors in December 2017,
this same body approved, on February 5,
2018 a set of rules for issuing and placing
commercial paper of the Corporation and
the amount of $300 thousand million
pesos, which was rated by Fitch Ratings
Bogotá as ‘F1+(col)’ on February 13, 2018.
We are waiting for the authorization
from the financial superintendence of
Colombia (Superintendencia Financiera de
Colombia) and it is estimated that the issue
shall have taken place by mid-March.
• With respect to the execution of the
contract for the sale of 50% of the
company’s share in Concesión Ruta al Mar
S.A.S., the expectation is that by February
23, all the preconditions of the contract
shall have been fulfilled, and the contract
shall be executed.

During 2018, events such as
the signature of the Concesión
Cesar Guajira reversion act, the
authorization to issue and place
company commercial papers,
and the signature of the contract
for the sale of the company’s 50%
share in Concesión Ruta al Mar
took place.
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RESPONSIBLE
ENGINEERING
Engineering has a huge potential to produce benefits for society
and to promote the country’s economic development. I but, at the
same time, it can produce unfavorable impacts on the neighboring
communities and ecosystems. N responsible engineering attempts
to mitigate those impacts by using technology, innovation, and best
practices in its processes, as drivers for efficiency and quality.
Management of environmental risks is part of the principle of
precaution, one of the key pillars of sustainable development and the
duty to protect the environment. Through the contracts, environmental
licensees, programs to adapt the environmental guidelines, and other
administrative instruments for project environmental management
and control, the company ensures prevention, control of environmental
deterioration, mitigation of impacts, compliance with the regulations,
and restoration of environmental factors.

Integrated Management System
The Integrated Management System (IMS) is the basis for the
company’s operations, and through proper implementation, both at
the main office and at the projects, we reach the objectives that have
been set. The IMS policy was modified in 2017.

Certifications

SC128-1 y SC128-2

GRI 102-11

OS-CER212568

SA-CER214840
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IMS policy

Innovation

“Through its integrated management
system, Construcciones El Cóndor S.A.,
develops
and
constantly
improves
its processes so they can guarantee
compliance with applicable laws, product
and service quality, and prevention of
negative environmental impacts, personal
lesions and diseases, and accidents that
damage property or the environment.

Construcciones El Cóndor has established
itself for being an innovative company in its
construction and engineering processes,
and also in structuring and financing.
As a result of the company’s growth and
the new challenges it is facing, an area
dedicated to innovation management was
created in 2017.

This is done by preventing situations
that might affect the continuity of the
business, the safety of people and business
resources, identifying and giving adequate
treatment to those risks that might impact
on the organization and its processes.
The purpose of the above is to achieve its
strategic and tactical objectives, maintain
its competitive position, and meet the
expectations of its shareholders, clients,
employees, and other stakeholders, all of
this within the framework of our corporate
social responsibility.”
During this period, the company adjusted
its integrated management system to
comply with the requirements of the ISO
9001 and ISO 14001, version 2015 standards,
and update the certificates during the
renewal audit for 2018. Changes work made
mostly with respect to a new structure
for the internal control process and for
reinforcing risk management. In addition,
work was begun to implement lifecycle
approaches.

CHALLENGES FOR THE FUTURE
• Improve and monitor the Integrated
Management System at every level
• Strengthening the management indicators in
the processes, centralizing records, queries and
analyses of results.
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The Company understands innovation is
the process of transforming novel ideas
into actions or projects that create value
through knowledge management or by
developing innovative projects.

Ideas generated in the processes of:
knowledge management and
innovative projects

Innovative actions or
projects that create
value for the
Company

Innovation
through
knowledge
management is the embodied in an
application designed so that all employees
can share ideas, training reports, and
lessons learned, which might give rise to
innovation actions.
It is also possible to innovate through
projects developed by a team to implement
an idea based on actual needs and
produces a strong impact on the Company.
These required research, investment, team,

CONSTRUCCIONES EL CÓNDOR S.A.

and work schedules, among others; and
are currently focused on construction
processes.

CHALLENGES FOR THE FUTURE
• Disseminate the innovation model throughout
the Organization
• Activate the application for knowledge and
innovation management.
• Define the portfolio of innovation projects for
the next several years.

During 2017, to complement the actions
that
were
being
implemented
to
guarantee product quality, a team was set
up dedicated to execution control which
makes an independent verification that
specifications, design, and construction
processes are followed, so the decisions
can be timely and supported.
This area works at the corporate and private
levels, looking for efficiencies through
responsible parameters, and preventing
re-processes in construction and/or claims
for nonconforming products. In addition,
and monitors the operation of industrial
plants (crushing, concrete, prefab, asphalt,
asphalt mixes, and cement soil), and the
quality control laboratories in each project.

Product quality
In infrastructure works construction,
quality is associated with complying with
its technical specifications and designs
defined in the contracts. Implementing
quality
projects
implies
avoiding
reprocessing and being efficient in the
execution.

Description
Cost of
reprocessing
at the site

Accumulated
amount

Weight on
revenues

8.069.325.894

1,34%

Compliance with contract designs and technical specifications
Designs

Execution

Maintenance

Post sales

• Studies and designs.
• Evaluation of
strategies for resource
efficiency and
decrease in execution
times following
the parameters
of responsible
engineering.
• Research and
development of new
technologies.

• Compliance
with technical
specifications.
• Execution and control
of inspection and test
sites.
• Follow-up on the
construction processes.
• Implementation of
new technologies.
• Early detection
of nonconforming
products and
processes.
• Correcting,
preventing, and
improvements.

• Compliance with
indicators.
• Testing and
intervention to prevent
deterioration.
• Major interventions.

• Post sales follow-up
of projects built and
delivered.
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CHALLENGES FOR THE FUTURE

Results of stone material
management

• Ensure that commitment to product quality
is maintained during the Company’s growth
stage.

Reduction through RAP (Recycled
Asphaltic Pavement)

• Decrease the costs of reprocessing on the job
site.

Stone materials
The physical and mechanical properties
of raw materials, characterized by their
density, hardness, and durability, make
them grow material for concrete, granular
layers for pavement and asphalt mixes.
This material not only impacts the cost of
infrastructure works but their expectation
has a significant environmental impact
on the ecosystems and the scenery. The
strategies used to handle stone materials,
include:
• Evaluation and characterization of
sources of materials before their extraction
and exploitation, to make sure that the
properties of the material satisfy the
requirements of the project.
• Review and validate the designs of
pavement structures to look into the
possibilities for optimization, ensuring that
the technical specifications are met.
• Reusing the granular materials found
in current structures by adding new raw
materials or using the latest technology
products that allow partial restoration of
their main technical characteristics.
• Abandonment plans that help mitigate
these impacts on the landscape.
• Using leading-edge technology for
crushing the exploited material thus
making the best use thereof.
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To reduce consumption of stone materials
the Company used recycled asphaltic
material in the Montería and La Virginia
jobs. This type of mix allows for the reuse
of deteriorated or weathered asphaltic
layers to produce new asphaltic mixes. In
addition, it makes it possible to reduce the
exploitation and consumption of stone
materials, use existing RAP asphalt, and
reduce fuel consumption as shown in the
following graph:

CONSTRUCCIONES EL CÓNDOR S.A.

Indicators

Quantity of
asphaltic mix
produced in Ton

Quantity of
crude materials
exploited m3

Quantity of
asphaltic
ministry
produced with
RAP Ton

Quantity of RAP
employed and
decrease of raw
material m3

Reduction
in the use of
virgin asphalt
in production of
asphaltic mixture
with RAP Ton

Prodeco

115.075

42.964

0

0

0

Ruta al Mar

165.540

825.758

63.017

8.744

488

Urabá

144.864

1.038.463

0

0

0

-0

39.618

0

0

0

46.503

607.130

0

40.837

0

0

329.149

0

0

0

471.982

2.883.082

63.017

49.581

488

Irra
Virginia
ASJ
Total

165.540 m3 of hot asphalt mixes were
produce in the Montería, using 8.744 m3 of
RAP, and saving 448 tons of asphalt.
58.339m3 of cement-treated recycled base
in Pacífico 3 - La Virginia, using 40.837m3
of RAP that did not need to be exploited as
stone material.

Crushing efficiency
With respect to the crushing plans, we’re
looking for higher efficiencies to guarantee
proper use of the materials exploited from
the sources. Average efficiency for 2017 was
99.8%, which means that the materials are
used efficiently on the jobs.

Use of granular materials and crushing efficiency
Project
Description

Urabá

Montería

Caucheras

La
Virginia

Irra

Cesar
Guajira

Ruta
al Mar

Santa
Ana

Prodeco

Total

Use of raw
material

80%*

99%

100%

98%

71%*

100%

99%

100%

N/A

93%

Volume of
material
crushed
(raw
classified,
others)

163.007

146.791

2.338

396.911

55.131

81.563

240.169

6.427

18.739

1.111.076

Volume of
materials
produced

163.578

146.791

2.338

396.911

52.915

80.899

240.169

6.291

18.739

1.108.630

Crushing
efficiency

100%

100%

100%

100%

96%

99%

100%

98%

100%

99,8%

*This is not waste but rather materials still in inventory.
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Critical inputs
Theoretical
waste

Main materials

Weight or volume

Nonrenewable

Source

Stone materials

2.639.660 m3

X

Internal

35%

28,00%

Diesel

4.052.936 Gl

X

External

0%

(1,60%)

Asphalt

24.361.039 Kg

X

External

2%

0,20%

Steel

5.389.887 Kg

X

External

5%

0,00%

Cement

25.413.640 Kg

X

External

3%

1,00%

As the table above shows, the results
indicate that there was good control of the
five main critical materials, because the
company is below the theoretical waste
level.

Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Emissions

Actual waste

mining and energy planning unit (Unidad
de Planeación Minero-Energética - UPME)
called admission factor for Colombian
fuels (FECOC - Factor de Emisión para
los Combustibles Colombianos), which is
intended to facilitate calculation of CO2
emissions produced by the use for energy
of the fuels that are currently part of the
Colombian energy basket.

Growing scientific evidence on global
warming and its impact on the earth’s
natural and economic systems have turned
greenhouse gas emissions into a key
topic bold nationally and internationally.
As a result of the commitments made by
Columbia in the Paris agreement (COP
21) and in the sustainable development
objectives (SDO), the country has been
created incentives and regulation that
help decrease and control emissions. One
of these incentives is the decree on carbon
tax approved in 2017, which the company is
trying to use through strategies that offset
the emissions produced by the use of fossil
fuels.
Also, being aware of the financial and
environmental impact caused by the use
of fossil fuels, the company is committed to
identifying and implementing strategies
to reduce the use of fossil fuels by the
application of more efficient processes,
innovations in engineering and materials
transport.
To measure emissions, the company uses
the methodology established by the
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CO2 emissions by project
Projects

Diesel
(Gl)

Montería

419.486

Prodeco

130.619

Ruta al Mar

1.063.647

Santa Ana

302.045

Urabá

1.241.907

Fuel oil
(Gl)
73.591

153.340

197.956

Gasoline
(Gl)

Petroleum
Liquid Gas

Total
(Gl)

Tons admitted by
project

2.112

495.188

5.134,3

1.360

131.979

1.325,7

5.492

1.222.480

15.488,5

2.350

304.394

3.065,4

15.095

1.454.959

14.905,3

85.629

869,1

629.532

4.803,4

Agregados Argos

85.629

Cesar - Guajira

473.293

4.564

Irra

591.732

13.377

605.109

6.005,5

La Virginia

757.078

6.832

800.689

8.111,1

869

6.412

56,3

134.839

1.368,5

114.840

1.165,3

5.986.049

62.298

Taller

5.542

Caucheras

134.839

La Pintada

114.815

Total

36.779

5.320.632

151.675

25
461.666

52.076

Compared to 2016, when there were a total
of 587.557 hours worked, 2017 shows an
increase of 48% in the number of hours
worked. This is due to the construction
stage of different works which is also
reflected in increased invoicing. However,
we saw a 22% decrease in, showing greater
operating efficiency which went from 0.037
to 0.029 in 2017 which reflects efficiency in
fuel use.

CO2 emissions from equipment

151.675

and Visionlink, which shall monitor the
operation of the equipment and improve
their usage indicators.
The fleet is controlled using a remote
fuel consumption monitoring system. U
in addition, new efficient transportation
modes have been adopted for materials
using Dolly type towing that make it
possible to load more materials in a single
trip and at the same time prevented the
Admission of approximately 1480 tons of
CO2 into the atmosphere in 2017.

With a fleet of over 1050 pieces of
production
equipment,
it
becomes
necessary to maintain control strategies
for higher efficiency, including Skytracking

Using a remote fuel consumption
monitoring system the fleet is
controlled and new modes of efficient
transportation are implemented .

Machinery

1.050 production
machines
monitored

1.480 tons of CO2
reduced by Dollytype towing
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Type of equipment

Number

Hours
worked

Fuel
consumed

Tons of CO2 emissions
produced

Rate of emissions per
hours worked

Bulldozer

26

45.890

270.348

2.744

0,060

Loader

32

76.849

293.584

2.980

0,039

Tanker truck

32

62.534

76.131

773

0,012

Double roller compactor

15

10.289

16.794

170

0,017

Wheel compactor

8

7.442

12.210

124

0,017

Vibrating compactor

38

42.379

115.714

1.174

0,028

Compressor

12

5.992

19.915

202

0,034

Crushing cohen

9

14.949

50.369

511

0,034

Dumper

4

2.612

9.529

97

0,037

Wheel excavator

7

10.976

34.594

351

0,032

Track excavator

70

138.701

814.462

8.266

0,060

Asphalt miller

6

5.860

43.730

444

0,076

Track crane

1

2.342

1.874

19

0,008

Primer

4

6.769

14.779

150

0,022

Lights

51

43.288

19.020

193

0,004

Pylon machine

3

4.954

14.722

149

0,030

Mini loader

23

23.887

29.018

295

0,012

Mixer

24

33.444

63.912

649

0,019

Forklift

3

2.473

841

9

0,003

Greader

32

48.261

152.168

1.544

0,032

Motorized welder

1

500

262

3

0,005

Track auger

4

2.940

9.753

99

0,034

Concrete dosing plant

4

3.180

23

0

0,000

Power plant

32

49.218

248.029

2.517

0,051

Concrete injection plant

1

181

111

1

0,006

Crushing plant

4

5.092

2.369

24

0,005

Lawn crushing plant

5

6.378

26.968

274

0,043

Pavement recycler

1

945

9.714

99

0,104

Back loader

12

14.948

28.085

285

0,019

Diesel welder

17

11.452

4.897

50

0,004

Pavement finisher

10

11.018

30.615

311

0,028

Semi

12

14.802

51.838

526

0,036

Crusher

2

2.785

9.361

95

0,034

Crushing unit

4

10.114

1.089

11

0,001

Vibrohincador

1

106

258

3

0,025

358

710.365

1.682.263

17.073

0,024

Double axle dump truck
Single axle dump truck

3

2.794

3.923

40

0,014

Sieve

8

10.543

24.954

253

0,024

879

1.447.252

4.188.227

42.506

0,029

Total equipment
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Warm mixes
These are technologies that make it
possible to produce asphalt mixes at lower
temperatures (between 25°C and 50°C
cooler) than the production temperatures
for conventional hot asphaltic (150°C –
160°C). These mixes reduce greenhouse
gas emissions, harmful vapors, and lower
asphalt oxidation, among other benefits.
With the introduction of warm mixes in the
l Becerril, Montería and Urabá plants we
reduced fuel used by 14% and consumed
117.686 gallons of diesel less which represent
1.194 tons of CO2 and $851.340.000 pesos.
In light of the results, the company will try
to implement this technology in all the
plants that are under its control.

Projects

Warm
asphaltic
mix
produced
Ton

Fuel used
to produce
warm
asphaltic
mix Gal

Fuel used
to produce
warm
asphaltic mix
Gal/Ton

Becerril
- C.I.
Prodeco

115.075

213.983

1,86

Planta
Montería

165.540

254.840

1,54

Urabá

144.864

251.685

1,74

Other achievements in
environmental management

4.158 Kg

237.964 Kg

22.648 trees

113.095 m3

Wasted
reused

Waste delivered
for recycling

Compensations
performed

Use of alternative
materials RAP

In 2017, we compensated 3,636 tons of
CO2 by investing in certified and verify
projects under the clean development
mechanism of the Kyoto protocol.
Average
fuel use to
produce
warm
asphaltic
mix Gal/Ton

1,69

Average
fuel used
to produce
conventional
asphaltic mix
Gal/Ton

1,97

Fuel saved
in the
production
of warm
asphaltic mix
Gal/Ton

0,28

Fuel
reduction %

14%

CHALLENGES FOR THE FUTURE
• Evaluate the feasibility of developing our
own compensation model associated with the
carbon tax incentives.
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THE
PEOPLE
Collaborators
Attract, retain, and develop competent employees who buy into the
organizational culture is one of the Company’s pillars to achieve its
objectives, and a corporate commitment to create quality jobs. During
2017, and as a result of the beginning of construction activities in
various projects and concessions, the Company faced the challenge of
hiring a significant number of employees to meet its commitments.
Hiring professionals for tactical and back-up levels increased 53%
compared to the figures displayed the year before. This demanded
implementing new strategies to find candidates, optimizing resources
and improving the selection process efficiency.

Selection requirements for professional personnel profesional
2016

2017

121

229

The number of hires for skilled and unskilled labor for the projects
increased by 36% compared to 2016. This factor has great socioeconomic
impact because hiring is done intensively in the communities where
the projects are carried out and this creates jobs directly for the local

GRI 102-7; 102-8
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population. Although, because of the
nature of the work, the jobs are not longterm sources of employment, they do
increase the dynamics of local economies
and help to develop new capabilities in
people as well as the competencies and
responsibilities that go with having formal
jobs.

The company ended the year with 3.399
employees which, compared to the 2.165
for the previous year, represented the
creation of 1,234 new jobs.

Details

Men

Women

Employees by
gender

3.134

265

New jobs created

Permanent
contract

300

119

Details by age group

Temporary
contract

2.834

146

52 ≈ 4%

690 ≈ 56%

Older than 50

40+564 93+7 29+27201841
Between
31 and 50

Total
employees

3.399

Age

group

492 ≈ 40%
Under 30

Total: 1.234

Details by sex group

1.142 ≈ 93%

Men

Sex

92 ≈ 7%
Women

group

Total: 1.234

Details by region

242 ≈ 20%

220 ≈ 18%

Antioquia

335 ≈ 27%

Caldas

Risaralda

44 ≈ 4%

Region

department

361 ≈ 29%

22 ≈ 2%
Bolívar

10 ≈ 1%

Córdoba

Sucre

Total: 1.234
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Construcciones El Cóndor
is committed to a corporate
policy of direct hiring 100% of
its strategic, tactical, support,
and operating personnel, thus
creating quality employment.

Personnel turnover indicators include
voluntary resignations and justified
contract terminations.
The professional levels classified as
strategic, tactical, and support, had an 8%
turnover rate, so the consolidation of the
steam which is responsible for designing
and implementing the corporate strategy
in all projects was preserved.
At the operator level, with skilled personnel,
defined as machinery and equipment
and workshop operators, turnover was
26%. E this is mainly due to the increase in
demand for this type of personnel in the
labor market as a result of the growth of
the infrastructure sector.

GRI 401-1
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Type of
contract

Antioquia

Cundinamarca

Bolívar

Caldas

Cesar

Córdoba

Risaralda

Sucre

Indefinite

285

2

0

9

15

66

29

13

Labor

764

0

22

415

163

853

738

10

Fixed term

10

0

0

0

0

3

0

0

Apprenticeship

2

0

0

0

0

0

22

424

178

767

23

Total

1.061

2

922

* All contracts are full day. The data was collected using only the employee database for the payroll
program. The figures shown are actual numbers and there are no projections, approximations or
averages.

On the other hand, unskilled labor and
physical support personnel had a turnover
of 34%. This population is hired in the areas
where the work is being done and these
are people with little experience in formal
jobs who have been doing mostly farm
work and do not adapt easily to the tasks
assigned.
Although these characteristics of the
population are known, this level of turnover
is still a challenge for the company
because of the associated costs and
reprocessing. However, the good results
in the organizational climate indicators
confirmed that this is due to matters of
context more than the quality of the jobs
offered by the Company.

2017, we were number 12 among companies
with more than 500 employees, continuing
as one of the Colombian organizations that
has excellent work climate and being in
the ranking for 12 consecutive years.

proper performance of the employees in
their jobs is vitally important to achieve
the organizational strategy. This is why
this factor is evaluated every year for
professional and operative personnel. In
2017 the results were outstanding with a
rating of 92% at the professional level and
95% at the operator level. These figures also
Ratify the effectiveness of the selection,
induction,
training,
and
education
processes implemented by the Company.

Talent management
This is a dynamic scenario where the
number of people hired at all levels of
the organization increased significantly.
Achieving the strategic objective of
maintaining a good work climate
is a very significant achievement. Is
fundamentally important to get new
hires to quickly assimilate the culture and
adapt to it because that greatly facilitates
performance on the job and, consequently,
getting the expected results.
Organizational climate is measured
through the firm Great Place to Work. In
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Construcciones El Cóndor is aware of this
and monitors the interaction between
the main office and the projects and
concessions
through
internal
client
surveys. For the year 2017, the satisfaction
rating was 91%. This has been achieved
by implementing service agreements
among
different
areas,
improving
procedures, adapting to the needs of the
jobs, strengthening the work areas, and
compliance with the law.

CHALLENGES FOR THE FUTURE
• Defining and implementing career plans for
critical positions.
• Implementing new strategies aimed at
improving employee well-being on the job.
• Improving the process for performance
management to obtain more inputs for the
individual development plan.

Preventing accidents and
occupational disease

During 2017, a total of 210 employees were
trained as traffic controllers to mitigate the
risk of traffic accidents for those who use
the roads under construction. A total of
42 drivers and operators were certified in
competencies to escort the transportation
of oversize cargo and to transport
chemicals.
There are also mechanism for participation
and consultation such as the peer
committee for health and safety on the job
(COPASST - Comité Paritario en Seguridad
y Salud en el Trabajo), a coordination
body between the employee or and his
employees, in charge of promoting and
monitoring the safety and regulations and
programs. It consists of an equal number
of representatives from the employer and
from the employees.
During 2017 they were nine peer
committees established for OHS, one for
each project, supervised by the central OHS
committee which monitors and verifies
the operation of the committee’s in each
project. Thus, 100% of Construcciones El
Cóndor work locations are covered by the
Integrated Occupational Health and Safety
Management System.

Index of accidents with lesions by project and by sex
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San Onofre

UST

Prodeco

Oﬁcina Central

Irra

Consorcio Farallones

La Virginia

Ruta al Mar

Antioquia Bolívar

Female

Cesar Guajira

Caucheras

Cesar Guajira - Obra

Américas Urabá

Américas Santa Ana

ASJ

Male

Américas Montería

There is a system for management of
Occupational Health and Safety System
(OHSMS) certified under the OSHAS 18001
standard intended to develop strategies to
control, decrease, mitigate and prevent risk
situations that endanger the employees’
health. At the same time, there are
strategies for managing good practices,
training and education processes for the
employees, and the program to create the
culture of care.

16,00
14,00
12,00
10,00
8,00
6,00
4,00
2,00
0,00

Taller

The infrastructure sector has high rates of
work accidents and occupational disease.
The company is committed to preventing
them by establishing policies, training and
education processes, and encouraging a
culture of care.

* Colombian law determines the frequency
index (FI) my calculating the number of nonincapacitating accidents plus the incapacitating
accidents compared to the man hours worked
times a constant “K” = 240,000 hours in one year.

GRI 403-1; 403-2
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The Company is committed to
preventing work accidents and
occupational disease by creating
policies, training and education
processes, and promoting a culture of
care.

Work accidents by project
Men

Women

Consorcio Farallones | M: 105 | W: 5
Oficina Central | M: 0 | W: 0
UST | M: 3 | W: 0

In 2017, the accident frequency index
increased by 1.58 points compared to the
previous year, for a total of 8.34. This is a
reflection of the increase in population that
joins the company without a risk detection
and prevention culture. As a result, 60% of
the events take place with employees in
operating positions who had been with the
company between one and six months. It
should be noted that 97.3% of the events
are considered minor.
Lesions are mainly due to minor accidents,
45% in the category of blows, concussions,
or crushings, followed by 17% in the
category of wounds and twists, 12% in
sprains, hernias, and muscle tears, and
10% superficial trauma. The most frequent
cause of accidents was tools with 31%,
machinery
and/or
equipment,
27%,
materials, 27%, and substances 6%.
During 2017 no occupational disease cases
were diagnosed. There was a fatal accident
due to non-predictable natural causes
(lightning strike from an electrical storm).
The rate of absenteeism was 1.66 per 100
days of work projected.

Taller Central | M: 2 | W: 0
Américas Santa Ana | M: 8 | W: 0
La Virginia | M: 55 | W: 2
Irra | M: 53 | W: 0
Antioquia Bolívar | M: 52 | W: 0
Ruta al Mar | M: 5 | W: 2
Cesar Guajira | M: 5 | W: 0
Cesar Guajira Obra | M: 24 | W: 2
Caucheras | M: 16 | W: 1
ASJ | M: 7 | W: 0
Américas Montería | M: 41 | W: 0
Américas Urabá | M: 123 | W: 0
Américas San Marcos | M: 1 | W: 0
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CHALLENGES FOR THE FUTURE
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In addition, a process to socialize the legal
requirements among the company’s
critical contractors to force compliance
with the regulation that all companies
develop an Occupational Health and Safety
System.

SKILLS
Doing

• Require compliance with the Occupational
Health and Safety by critical contractors,
defined according to the risk level
• Implement a training school for physical
support and job operators when they are hired.

Knowledge management
To Construcciones El Cóndor, people along
with their knowledge and background,
are the most valuable asset. Hence,
knowledge management is key to develop
organizational skills that add value and
consequently, contribute to the Company’s
sustainability.
Organizational capabilities consist of
knowledge, attitudes and skills that
integrate knowing, being and doing.
In the area of knowing, we manage the
knowledge requested by the employees,
process leaders, and human talent. We also
manage the planned knowledge which is
the relevant knowledge for each process.

Knowledge management develops
organizational capabilities that add
value. Those include knowledge,
attitudes, and skills that integrate
knowing, being, and doing.
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This knowledge is developed through
programs in the learning schools that
are part of the cooperative University: El
Cóndor Aprende.
In the area of being, we develop attitudes
through the leadership and institutional
values programs, and development of
specific competencies for some positions.
In the area of doing, the activity focuses on
the operator level to promote skills by:
• Developing skills to operate the Company’s
equipment, and the certification of
competencies through SENA and other
institutions.
• Developing skills in critical positions of
skilled and unskilled labor.
• The breeding ground for equipment
operators to maintain availability for
the projects and promote people’s
development.

CONSTRUCCIONES EL CÓNDOR S.A.

Results

Non-formal education programs

Includes: diploma courses, seminars, certifications, courses and workshops
At the strategic, tactical and support levels

4.603

322

$127.048.411

Hours of training

Employees
trained

Total cost

At the operating level

2.000

Approximate number
of employees

$233.882.300

20.000

Hours of training

Total cost

Formal education programs

Includes technical, technological, and professional undergraduate and professional
programs, specializations and masters programs

40

Beneficiaries

25

Universities

5

Graduates

$79.453.307
Total aid

Total investment in training: $440.384.038

GRI 404-1
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These programs are managed through the
educational aid program for employees
where we gave a percentage of economic
aid to the person, keeping in mind whether
it closes a gap in the profile or not, and
according to their systemic level.

Types of studies

Community relations

35
4
13
23
25
+

The purpose of social management is to
promote and facilitate relationships with
the people and communities around the
projects through corporate responsibility
programs. Its focus is minimizing the
impacts on the communities and
contributing to the development of the
country.

9 ≈ 23%

Technology

10 ≈ 25%

Specialization

5 ≈ 13%

Type of
studies

14 ≈ 35%

Community relations

Technical

2 ≈ 5%
Masters

Professional

Contractual social
management
programs

CHALLENGES FOR THE FUTURE
• Develop the knowledge management
program focused on being, knowing, and
doing, according to the needs that have been
detected.

Voluntary
social
programs

Construcciones El
Cóndor

Fundación El
Cóndor

Formula:
Human resources

+
+

Economic resources
Allies and suppliers

Initial
rapprochement
with
the
communities is the user attention program
with the questions, complaints, claims and
suggestions (PQRS - Preguntas, Quejas,
Reclamos y Sugerencias), in which the
public can come to the project to get their
questions answered. On the other hand, the
community information and participation
program uses socialization meetings
to maintain fluid communications and
provide clear, complete and timely
information about the project, its scope
and its impacts.
The social team maps the actors in
the area to establish relationships with
institutions that intervene the region, such
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GRI 413-1
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as local goverments, economic sectors and
community leaders.
A closer follow-up is made with the
communities it has the most impacts on
the landscape, public utilities, mobility,
noise generation, among others, as
described in the graph below.

Overall context

Map of conflicts
and problems

Relations

Action plan

Departure

Includes who we are
and where we stand.

Determines the type of
relation between the
community and the
Company.

Includes the
contributions made
by the community
and the Company;
establishes the roles,
possible actions, and
guidelines for the
relations.

Determines type of
investment or social
management.

Ends the relations
process.

In
addition,
and
based
on
the
characteristics of every contract, programs
are implemented such as road education,
institutional management capacity and
training and awareness for communities
close to the project.
In 2017, Construcciones El Cóndor was
present in 48 municipalities of Colombia,
of which it made contractual social
interventions in all 48 and voluntary
interventions in 19.

Social management highlights
In Concesión Ruta al Mar and based on
the requirements of the environmental
license, 23 families from the municipality
of Cereté, in the Caño Bugre sector, had
to be resettled. With the social assistance,
the social units were characterized,
determining
the economic and social
factors that should be kept in mind
according to legal parameters. parámetros
legales.

Assistance should be provided for 3 years
to guarantee the stability and adaptation
of these families to their new setting.

Sucessful
relocations /
compensations

Relations /
compensations
underway

Dwellers

1

4

Tenants

3

15

Type of family
unit

Social program management
User service program
User service is a program which facilitates
the solution of concerns and is provided
through service points. During the period,
the document that determines the process
to serve the PQRS of communities and
other stakeholders was updated with the
purpose of improving response times.
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Every project of Construcciones El Cóndor
involves User Service offices which receive
concern from the municipalities in the
direct or indirect areas of influence. The
PQRS which were not solved in 207
depend on activities made by third parties,
which delays response times; these shall
be addressed in 2018. However, the reasons
for the time taken to provide a response is
given an a clear and timely fashion

PQRS solved
719

PQRS received

Municipalities

751

48

Community information and
participation program
This program seeks to provide timely
information to the communities and to
open communication channels with every
stakeholder of the projects.
The technical and social assistance provided
to socialize projects has been enhanced
at the head office. A tool to monitor
environments has been implemented to
identify risks and foresee any crisis related
to the assembly and operation of the tools,
which are the model use to enter thee
projects determine by Colombia in 4G
concessions, and have impacts on local
economies in certain cases.
In addition, training on social discussions
has been provided to the teams that work
in the Concessions. The purpose is that the
Company can consolidate its own social
intervention model using principles and
tools applicable to different contexts to
achieve effective and clear interactions
that lead to transparent, reliable and coresponsible relations.
Socialization meetings are held in every
municipality in the projects’ direct area
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of influence including their three modes:
beginning, follow-up and closure.

Socialization
meetings
194

Attendees

Municipalities

3.709

48

Training, education and awareness
program for communities close to
projects.
This program seeks to create spaces to
educate and build awareness among the
communities close to projects, on matters
that contribute to the conservation and
improvement of the environment, relations
among different social plays, and their
interaction with the project. These training
sessions were held for every project
excluding the La Virginia work front of
Concesión Pacífico 3.
Several of the subjects addressed
in these training sessions included:
productive initiatives, employment and
entrepreneurship,
basic
accounting,
community project management, solid
waste management, planting crops,
among others.

Training
29

Persons trained
686

Municipalities
37

Managing five social programs with
communities close to projects seeks to
build healthy and mutually beneficial
relations.
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Concession-specific programs
Institutional management support
program
This program intends to engage a project
with government entities found in the
region where the projects are developed,
to recover public space, among others.
Concesión Ruta al Mar signed an
agreement with SENA to promote and
enhance public space with the municipal
entities and with social organizations in
the direct area of influence of the project.

Government
training
65

Persons
trained
592

El Cóndor Foundation
Convinced of the importance to contribute
to the growth of the regions where we
operate, Construcciones el Cóndor in
alliance with El Cóndor Foundation, invests
in the development of the communities
which are close to the projects made.
Infrastructure significantly contributes to
community competiveness and growth.
However, we are aware of the relevance
to favor educational processes. Hence,
the Foundation’s purpose is to boost
an inclusive educational system for
Colombians, so that, no matter their social
conditions, they may have:

Municipalities
29

Access to
education

Quality
education

Proper
Training for
competitiveness settings to
learn

Road culture program
This program enhances the culture of
citizens with regards to the safe use of
roads. This year, training sessions on
safe road culture and respect in close-by
communities in Concesión Ruta al Mar were
conducted. Special emphasis was made
at schools and educational institutions
close to the road to encourage children
and young adults to use the road properly,
learning road signs, among others.

Road activities
123

Persons
Sensitized
4.053

Municipalities

Consequently, the Foundation seeks
to improve access and permanence in
education by providing complementary,
professional and cultural programs;
by increasing the quality of education
using institutional enhancement tools
and methodological transfers; and by
developing infrastructure projects that
contribute to improve the conditions of the
educational institutions.
These investments are made at prioritized
places using the “social map” instrument to
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CHALLENGES FOR THE FUTURE
• Training the social and directive teams on
social discussions and solving conflicts.
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identify the impacts created by the works
and the chances to make interventions
based on the needs and opportunities of
each region as well as the willingness of the
communities and institutions to be actively
involved as agents of social change.

El Cóndor Foundation – Total balance

52

Educational
institutions
“Social map” instrument

20

Municipalities

Community identification

A social map is made to identify
communities based on the impacted
created by the infrastructure works.

Local institutions identification

A diagnostic of the educational institutions
and centers in the areas previously
identified and prioritized.

Annual action plan

Based on the needs identified, an action
plan is made with likelihood of investment,
timetables and allies.

El Cóndor Foundation makes activities
to consolidate its commitment
to the social development of the
communities and persons in the
areas of influence of the projects of
Construcciones El Cóndor, seeking
to channel resources and efforts
to generate high-impact social
investments.
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4.100

Beneficiaries
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Educaction

Employment

Infrastructure

Volunteer Corps

2017 Balance
Line 1: Education
Education aids
The Education Aid program began in 2007
as a commitment of Construcciones El
Cóndor to the well-being of its collaborators’
families, and sure of the importance of
education to develop the country. In 2015,
the Foundation adopted this program to
facilitate the access to quality education
for the children and young adults of the
Company’s collaborators, with the purpose

of providing them life projects they aspire
to have.
The initiative enables access to education
for the children of the collaborators of
Construcciones El Cóndor, from elementary
to undergraduate school, covering up to
90% of the tuitions.

Convention per departments::

1
2

1. Atlántico
2. Bolívar

3

3. Córdoba
4

5

5. Santander

6

7

6. Caldas

10
8

13

7. Risaralda

9

11

4. Antioquia

8. Quindío

12

9. Tolima

14

10. Cundinamarca
11. Valle del Cauca
12. Huila
13. Cauca
14. Nariño

64

Universities

47

Schools

$289.668.317
Invested

Three persons in the past that benefitted from the educational aid program currently
work at the Company after graduating in Mechanical Engineering, Civil Engineering and
Business Administration.
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Literacy program
The purpose is to develop reading and
writing skills for the non-skilled labor of
Construcciones El Cóndor. This year, a very
small number of illiterate collaborators
were identified and hence, no literary
programs were provided. This program is
solely executed when the need is identified
and there are enough persons to open the
course.

Complementary education
Previously known as community training,
this program was similar to a program

provided in several construction contracts
so the Company decided to change its
name to avoid confusions.
It contains a portfolio of initiatives with
an extensive list of programs for the
educational institutions in the direct area
of influence. This program complements
education
and
aims
to
increase
educational quality, expand access to
knowledge, enhance culture, recreation
and sports, and include in the curriculum
academic process to train citizens and
their competences.

Convention per departments::

1
2

1. Magdalena
2. Cesar

3

3. Córdoba
4

6

4. Antioquia
5. Caldas

5

6. Risaralda

Initiatives
4

Social soccer

8

11 teachers

Methodological
transfer

$278.881.743
Invested
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7 community
leaders

TMethodological
transfer

Music initiation

5

Science teams

Music in
classrooms

2

4

Electronics
and robotics

Other aspects

10

Young
empowerment

Allies: Fundación La Visitación, Fútbol para el
Futuro, Yamaha, Kinetics, Parque Explora y
Corpoemprende.
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Educaction

Employment

Infrastructure

Volunteer Corps

Infrastructure

Volunteer Corps

Line 2: Employment
Training for employment
This program has been made so far in the
department of Cesar, in alliance with SENA
regional. The program seeks to contribute
to develop technical and human skills to
increase the chances of finding a job.
This year, an agreement was signed to
launch the program in the department of
Córdoba, and an agreement with SENA in
Sucre is underway to begin in 2018

Education

Employment

Line 3: Infrastructure
Educational infrastructure
During the period, an educational
institution
with
poor
infrastructure
conditions that did not allow the proper
development of the academic activities
was identified. On December 2017, an
agreement was signed with the Secretary
of Education of the municipality of San
Carlos to make efforts to arrange the
educational center.

Córdoba

General information about the project:
Arroyo Grande Educational Center
Type of project: Improvement
Project stage: Construction
Total to invest: $130.070.855
Allie: Secretary of Education of San Carlos

108

Beneficiaries

$1.844.500
Invested
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Educaction

Employment

Infrastructure

Volunteer Corps

Volunteer Corps
Through collaborative activities and
initiatives, employees of Construcciones
El Cóndor are invited to develop the value
of solidarity through the participation
channels proposed by the Foundation. The
purpose is to enhance the social network
and to improve the quality of life of the
communities.

Antioquia

as

ld
Ca

General information about the project:
Initiatives: Tower of Colors, Superheroes,
Huggers and building musical halls.
Allies: Fundación Juguemos en el Bosque,
Fundación FAN, Corporación Mundial de la
Mujer y Visión Mundial.

31

Participants

Donations

Other Donations
El Cóndor Foundation supports different
local organizations that have a significant
impact on the well-being, development
and construction of a fair society.

12

Institutions

68

$312.025.000
Invested

$6.000.000
Invested
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Soccer for the Future

Tower of Colors
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PROJECT
PORTFOLIO
Prodeco – Becerril
Highlights of 2017
Patch-up, milling, installing overlay, paving,
delineating headers of airstrips and roads
of the Mine began on October, 2017.

Length
(Km)

Intervention
foreseen

%
Executed

Mina La
Jagua

2,7

Milling,
patch-up
and overlay

100%

Mina La
Jagua airstrip

0,5

Asphalt and
platforms

85%

Milling,
patch-up
and overlay

50%

Pavement
structure

5%

Milling,
patch-up
and overlay

75%

Section

External road

18,0

Calenturitas
new road

0,4

Internal
Calenturitas

2,0

Calenturitas
airstrip

0,5

Asphalt and
platforms

95%

Length
(Km)

Intervention
foreseen

%
Executed

Km 0+000 to
Km 1+000

1

1

100%

Km 15+600 to
Km 26+600

11

11

100%

Km 28+600
to Km
53+600

25

25

100%

Caucheras
Highlights of 2017
The works established in the scope of the
contract were complete don September
18, 2017, meeting 98% of the assigned
budget. The remaining 2% corresponds to
commitments to several environmental
and social activities, which are in their final
stage.

GRI-102-6

Section
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Concesión Ruta al Mar
Highlights of 2017
The construction phase began on January
25, 2017, with activities in Functional Units 1,
3.2, 3.3, 3.4, 3.5, 7.3 and 8.3. Likewise, progress
is displayed with studies and designs at
87%, all handed to the comptrollership,
where a non-objection was provided to the
Functional Units under execution (UF1, 3, 7
y 8) was given.

Concesión Ruta al Mar
made a successful operation
placing ordinary bonds in the
international market.

FU

72

Length
(Km)

Section

Intervention

% Executed

1

Caucasia - Planeta Rica

58,6

Improvement

42,6%

2

Segunda calzada Cereté - Lorica

37,0

Construction

0,0%

3,1

Variante Planeta Rica

4,5

Construction

0,0%

3,2

El 15 - Vía a San Carlos

10,0

Improvement

52,0%

3,3

Vía a San Carlos - San Carlos

12,5

Construction

5,9%

3,4

San Carlos - Cereté

9,5

Improvement

32,1%

3,5

Variante Cereté

5,6

Construction

8,5%

4,1

Montería - Planeta Rica

49,5

Maintenance and operation

0,0%

4,2

Montería - Segunda calzada El 15

15,0

Maintenance and operation

0,0%

5,1

Puerto Rey - Montería

63,5

Maintenance and operation

0,0%

5,2

Santa Lucía - San Pelayo

26,0

Maintenance and operation

0,0%

6,1

Cereté – Lorica

37,0

Improvement

0,0%

6,2

Lorica - Coveñas

17,0

Improvement

0,0%

6,3

Coveñas – Tolú

5,1

Improvement

0,0%

7,1

Variante Lorica

7,8

Construction

0,0%

7,2

Variante Coveñas y Ciénaga

20,7

Construction

0,0%

7,3

Tolú - El Pueblito

24,6

Construction

0,0%

8,1

Tolú - Tolú Viejo

16,5

Improvement

0,0%

8,2

El Pueblito - San Onofre

11,2

Improvement

0,0%

8,3

San Onofre - Cruz del Viso

59,3

Improvement

0,0%
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Concesión Cesar Guajira
Highlights of 2017
Through minute signed by and between
ANI and Concesión Cesar Guajira S.A.S.,
an anticipated termination cause was
declared, and the beginning of the
reversion stage of the contract. In addition,
Amendment No. 10 was entered of the
PC contract which states that 100% of
the revamping of Functional Unit 1 was
executed.

FU

Section

1

Length (km)

San Roque - Becerril

Intervention foreseen

49,0

% Executed

Revamping

100%

Condor Construction Corp.
Highlights of 2017
The first million dollars in invoicing were
achieved.

% Physical advance
executed

Project

Description (section)

Client

Bonnie Brook
Pump Station
Outfall Erosion
Control

Removal and reconstruction in concrete of
protections of the discharge channels of 2
pumping stations.

Orange
County

100%

Lila Mitchell
Center Parking
Lot

Repavement of parking lot for the Lila
Mitchell community center.
Demolition and stabilization of subgrade,
asphalt pavement and final delimitation.

Orange
County

100%

Sheriffs S4
Parking Lot

Repavement of parking lot for Sheriffs
offices, milling, change of rainwater box,
structure leveling, asphalt pavement, and
final delimitation.

Orange
County

100%

Dunes
Walkover
Reconstruction
- Group 4

Reconstruction of wooden structures used
to access New Smyrna beach. Driving
wooden posts and construction of ramps.

Volusia
County

33%
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Concesión Vías de las Américas
Highlights of 2017
Uraba: With the commissioning the
Carepa road, mobility in the urban area of
this municipality improved significantly. In
addition, the time taken to move among
the municipalities in the project’s area of
influence decreased as well.
Montería: Concesión Ruta al Mar was
completed, incluyding the road sections
of Functional Units 4 (Montería - Planeta
Rica) and 5 (Puerto Rey - Montería and
Santa Lucía - San Pelayo), which will
undergo routine maintenance activities
and operation.

Urabá front
Section

Length (Km)

Intervention foreseen

% Executed

Lomas Aisladas - El Tigre

41

Improvement

100%

El Tigre – Turbo

55

Revamping

96%

Turbo - Necoclí - San Juan

34

Improvement

100%

Segunda calzada El Tigre - Turbo

32

Construction

91%

Variante Currulao

7

New roadway construction

2%

Variante Apartadó

9

New roadway construction

37%

Variante El Reposo

6

New roadway construction

8%

Variante Carepa

4

New roadway construction

100%

Montería front
Section
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Length (Km)

Intervention foreseen

% Executed

Arboletes - Puerto Rey - Montería

69,0

Revamping

100,0%

Variante Arboletes

4,0

Construction

100,0%

Planeta Rica - Montería

49,0

Improvement

100,0%

Doble calzada Montería - El 15

15,0

Construction

88,0%
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Concesión Pacífico Tres
Highlights of 2017
Irra: A 94% progress displayed in Cabras
1 and 2 bridges (100% foundation and
structure, 100% panels, 100% embankments
for access and exits, 70% installation of New
Yersey barrier, 0% installation of treadway),
100% adaptation of embankments for
access and exists to these structures.
La Virginia: Amendment No. 7 was signed
by and between the concession and ANI,
which modified the scope of the contract.
With regards to Functional Unit 1, the
returns on the road were suppressed, a
section of the road of 200m underwent
improvement to revamping, and the
construction of La Virginia intersection
was incorporated, plus the construction of
three pedestrian bridges was made. The
term for the execution of these works was
set for February 28, 2018.

Construcciones El Cóndor
participates in the construction
of the project Concesión Pacífico
Tres at Irra and La Virginia, in the
department of Risaralda y Caldas.

Irra front
FU

Section

Length (Km)

Intervention foreseen

% Executed

3.1

Palermo – Irra

9,14

Improvement

37%

4

Irra - La Felisa

14,58

Improvement

31%

5

La Felisa - Puente Arquía

23,23

Improvement

3%

La Virginia front
FU

Section

Length (Km)

Intervention foreseen

% Executed

1

Variante Virginia

4

Improvement

100%

2

Variante Tesalia

4

New roadway construction

13%

1

Asia - La Virginia

26

Improvement

87%
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CONSTRUCCIONES EL CÓNDOR S.A.

FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS
Below we present the opinions of the Statutory Auditor, the
certifications and the financial statements (financial position, results
by function, other comprehensive income, cash flows and changes in
equity) separated and consolidated by Construcciones El Cóndor S.A.
If you wish to consult the notes of the financial statements, visit:
www.elcondor.com/es/inversionistas/informaci-n-financiera
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OPINION OF SEPARATE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

EXTERNAL AUDITOR’S REPORT

February 13, 2018
To the Assembly of Shareholders of CONSTRUCCIONES EL CÓNDOR S.A.
Financial statement report
I have audited the financial statements of CONSTRUCCIONES EL CÓNDOR S.A., at December
31, 2017, which comprise the separated financial situation statement, the results per duty
and other integrated results, the changes in equity, and the separated cash flow statement
ended on that date and the corresponding notes, including a summary of the significant
accounting policies and other explanatory information.
Responsibility of Management pertaining to financial statements
Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these financial
statements in accordance with the Accounting and Financial Information Standards
generally accepted in Colombia; this includes the design, implementation and maintenance
of internal control relevant to the preparation of consolidated financial statements free from
material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error; and the selection and application of
proper accounting principles, and to establish appropriateness of accounting polies used.
External Auditor’s responsibility
My responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on my audits.
I gained the information necessary to meet my duties and conduct my audits in accordance
with the international auditing standards accepted in Colombia. These standards require to
plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the consolidated
financial statements are free of misstatements.
An audit comprises performing procedures to obtain evidence, among others, about the
amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. The procedures selected depend on
the auditor’s judgment, including the assessment of the risk of material misstatements in
the financial statements. In making those risk assessments, the external auditor considers
internal control relevant to the preparation and presentation of the financial statements
in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate given the circumstances. An
audit includes as well an assessment of the appropriate accounting policies used and the
accounting estimates made by Management, and evaluating the overall presentation of the
financial statements.
I believe that the audit evidence I have obtained provides a reasonable base for my opinion
below.
Opinion
In my opinion, the financial statements I audited were truthfully taken from the books, exhibit,
in all significant and reasonable manner, the financial situation of CONSTRUCCIONES EL
CÓNDOR S.A. at December 31, 2017, the results of their operations and cash flows for the year
ended on that date, in accordance with the Accounting and Financial Information Standards
accepted in Colombia.
Crowe Horwath CO S.A. is member of Crowe Horwath International
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Other matters
The financial statements of CONSTRUCCIONES EL CÓNDOR S.A., at December 31, 2016,
which are part of the information on the financial statements attached, were audited by
another public accountant assigned to Crowe Horwath, in accordance with the international
audit standards accepted in Colombia. The foregoing unqualifed opinion was provided on
February 23, 2017.
Report on other legal and regulatory requirements
The Company’s administration is responsible as well for meeting certain regulatory aspects
in Colombia related to managing accounting documents, preparing management reports,
and the timely and proper payment of contributions to the Integral Social Security System.
My responsibility as an external auditor is to conduct procedures of revisions to provide an
opinion of the proper compliance thereof.
Based on the result of my audits, I am not aware of any situation indicating a breach in the
compliance of the following obligations of the Company: a) Keep the Company’s accounting
in compliance with the legal and technical regulations; b) Duly keep the vouchers of the
accounts and the books of minutes and share registration. In addition, there is a match
between the financial statements attached and the management report, which includes
proof from administration regarding the free circulation of the invoices issued by salespersons
or suppliers and the information contained in the statements of contributions to the Integral
Social Security System, particularly related to affiliates and their income based on the
quotation, taken from the accounting records and documents; the Company has no default
of payments to the Integral Social Security System.
In compliance with the responsibilities of an external auditor contained in items 1 and 3 of
article 209 of the Colombian Code of Commerce, pertaining to the evaluate if the actions of
the Company’s management meet the by-laws as well as the orders or instructions given by
the Shareholders Assembly, and if there are proper measures of internal control, conservation
and custody of assets of the corporation or third parties in its power, I prepared a separate
report dated February 13, 2018, which applies the international standards on assurance 3000
accepted in Colombia.

JAVIER EMILIO TÁMARA TORRES
External Auditor
Professional Card No. 208.595-T
Appointed by CROWE HORWATH CO S.A.

Crowe Horwath CO S.A. is member of Crowe Horwath International
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CONSTRUCCIONES EL CÓNDOR S.A.
CERTIFICATION OF FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

February 13, 2018

Gentlemen
SHAREHOLDERS
CONSTRUCCIONES EL CÓNDOR S.A.
Medellín

Greetings,

Pursuant to article 47 of Law 964 of 2005, the Legal Representative of Construcciones
El Cóndor S.A. informs the shareholders that the operational efficiency of the controls
established by the Company were been verified by the undersigned, and that the existing
systems have been satisfactorily assessed in terms of financial information disclosure and
control. All controls and systems above mentioned were found in proper operation.

Sincerely,

ANA MARÍA JAILLIER CORREA
Legal Representative
C.C. 42.895.563
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CONSTRUCCIONES EL CÓNDOR S.A.
CERTIFICATION OF FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

February 13, 2018

Gentlemen
SHAREHOLDERS
CONSTRUCCIONES EL CÓNDOR S.A.
Medellín

The undersigned Legal Representative and the Accountant of
CONSTRUCCIONES EL CÓNDOR S.A.
CERTIFY
That the Separate Financial Statements and other reports relevant to the public, and the
operations of the Company at December 31, 2017, do not contain any inaccuracies or errors
which restrain from knowing its true equity condition.
The above is to comply with Article 46 of Law 964 of 2005.

ANA MARÍA JAILLIER CORREA
Legal Representative
C.C. 42.895.563

ANA ISABEL GONZÁLEZ VAHOS
Accountant
T.P. 47345-T
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CONSTRUCCIONES EL CÓNDOR S.A.
CERTIFICATION OF FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

We, ANA MARIA JAILLIER CORREA, acting as the Legal Representative, and ANA ISABEL
GONZÁLEZ VAHOS, acting as the Accountant, hereby state that we have prepared the
statements of financial position, comprehensive income, changes in equity and cash flows
at December 31, 2017 of CONSTRUCCIONES EL CÓNDOR S.A. with Tax I.D. No. 890.922.447-4.
This task was prepared applying the International Financial Reporting Standards applicable
in Colombia affirming that they reasonably present the financial standing at December 31,
2017, and furthermore:
1. We are responsible for the reasonable preparation and presentation of the financial
statements of the Corporation, and hereby state that the figures were truly taken from the
official accounting books and their corresponding complementary documents.
2. We are not aware in any way of:
•
•

•

•

Irregularities involving members of the administration or employees, which may hinder
the financial statements of the Corporation.
Communications from regulators which by law should exercise control over the
corporation, due to the breach of legal provisions in force or to the improper presentation
of the information requested.
Possible breach of laws or regulations that may create lawsuits or taxes, with effects that
should be deemed worth disclosing on the financial statements or taken as a foundation
to estimate contingent liabilities.
Assets or liabilities other than those registered in the books, or revenues or costs that hurt
the results and that should be disclosed in accordance with the International Financial
Reporting Standards of Colombia.

3. The Corporation has satisfactorily protected all of the assets it owns as well as those of third
parties in its power; there are no pledges or liens on said assets.
4. The Corporation has fully met all contractual agreements which if breached could have an
effect on its financial information.
5. No events subsequent to the statement of financial Position have taken place that could
require an adjustment or disclosure on the Financial Statements at December 31, 2017.

ANA MARÍA JAILLIER CORREA
Legal Representative
C.C. 42.895.563
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ANA ISABEL GONZÁLEZ VAHOS
Accountant
T.P. 47345-T

CONSTRUCCIONES EL CÓNDOR S.A.

Financial Situation Separate Statement
Figures in thousands of Colombian pesos

As of December 31

As of December 31

ASSETS
Cash and cash equivalents
Current investments
Commercial accounts receivable and other accounts receivable
Accounts receivable, related parties
Asset for current taxes
Inventory
Prepaid expenses
Intangibles
Non-current assets maintained for sale
CURRENT ASSET
Investments in ﬁnancial instruments
Investments in associates and joint businesses
Investments in subsidiaries
Commercial accounts receivable and other accounts receivable
Accounts receivable, related parties
Prepaid expenses
Intangible assets other than capital gain
Assets for deferred taxes
Properties, plant and equipment
Investment properties
NON-CURRENT ASSETS
TOTAL ASSETS

2017

2016

20.754.818
0
565.239.983
220.017.681
33.712.767
44.003.288
6.538.740
0
1.682.349
891.949.626
815.629
83.669.186
100.086.834
22.310.834
497.339.274
206.999
32.174.943
36.079.109
323.046.732
4.490.374
1.100.219.914
1.992.169.540

169.662.605
117.878.654
313.433.572
177.849.213
20.933.178
29.263.147
2.616.448
316.000
2.481.613
834.434.430
2.100.491
93.519.376
106.660.409
565.920
327.796.633
0
0
42.399.173
285.338.885
988.737
859.369.624
1.693.804.054

LIABILITIES
Financial obligations
Commercial ﬁnancing companies
Commercial accounts receivable and other accounts receivable
Accounts payable with current related parties
Current taxes
Labor obligations
Other liabilities and provisions
Prepayments and advances received
Prepaid revenues received
PASIVOS CORRIENTES
Financial obligations
Commercial ﬁnancing companies
Commercial accounts receivable and accounts receivable
Prepayments and advances received
Liabilities for deferred taxes
NON-CURRENT LIABILITY
TOTAL LIABILITY

353.062.140
30.486.205
299.881.919
451.001
41.345.875
8.141.359
10.102.938
56.157.759
25.491.033
825.120.229
0
140.313.004
11.052.806
2.740.683
91.468.706
245.575.199
1.070.695.428

395.912.954
19.835.004
208.841.074
105.556
1.146.817
4.157.035
26.953.821
15.331.863
3.466.858
675.750.982
28.000.000
106.740.141
0
17.455.587
91.769.977
243.965.705
919.716.687

EQUITY
Stock capital
Premium in share placement
Result of the period
Reserves
TOTAL EQUITY
TOTAL LIABILITY AND EQUITY

15.701.606
159.711.695
184.908.738
561.152.073
921.474.112
1.992.169.540

15.701.606
159.711.695
185.924.266
412.749.800
774.087.367
1.693.804.054

ANA MARÍA JAILLIER CORREA
Legal Representative
C.C. 42.895.563
See certiﬁcation attached

ANA ISABEL GONZÁLEZ VAHOS
Accountant
Professional Card No. 47345-T
See certiﬁcation attached

JAVIER EMILIO TÁMARA TORRES
External Auditor (Crowe Horwath)
Professional Card No. 208595 – T
See opinion attached
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Income Separate Statement per Function
Figures in thousands of Colombian pesos, except net proﬁt per share
From January 1 to December 31

2017

2016

From January 1 to December 31

2017

2016

REVENUES FROM NORMAL ACTIVITIES
11.859.014
591.082.504
488.667

12.281.743
349.022.479
328.633

2.879.874
147.869.578
0

3.133.966
96.156.947
0

603.430.185

361.632.856

150.749.453

99.290.913

Operating costs

(505.417.949)

(294.952.083)

(142.453.744)

(72.847.128)

GROSS PROFIT

98.012.236

66.680.773

8.295.708

26.443.785

Administration expenses
Other revenues
Other expenses
Other gains or losses

(29.281.481)
30.904.939
(14.266.891)
159.010.471

(23.493.051)
10.731.488
(6.314.793)
143.276.772

(8.854.452)
27.996.185
(1.987.037)
(58.885)

(5.627.323)
7.620.591
(2.430.984)
142.945.424

244.379.274

190.881.189

25.391.520

168.951.492

43.430.640
(53.033.387)
(550.489)

21.698.034
(56.389.040)
37.563.828

15.411.864
(14.120.154)
(1.411.427)

4.382.996
(15.471.192)
1.181.859

234.226.038

193.754.010

25.271.803

159.045.154

(49.317.300)
0

(5.739.697)
(2.090.048)

(14.622.066)
0

1.968.129
(5.911)

184.908.738

185.924.265

10.649.737

161.007.372

321,94

323,70

18,54

280,32

Sale of good
Services provided
Revenues for dividends
TOTAL REVENUES FROM NORMAL ACTIVITIES

OPERATING PROFIT
Financial revenues
Financial expenses
Gain (loss), equity method
PROFIT BEFORE TAXES
Provision for income tax
Provision for tax on equity CREE
NET PROFIT OF THE PERIOD
Net proﬁt per share

ANA MARÍA JAILLIER CORREA
Legal Representative
C.C. 42.895.563
See certiﬁcation attached
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ANA ISABEL GONZÁLEZ VAHOS
Accountant
Professional Card No. 47345-T
See certiﬁcation attached

JAVIER EMILIO TÁMARA TORRES
External Auditor (Crowe Horwath)
Professional Card No. 208595 – T
See opinion attached

CONSTRUCCIONES EL CÓNDOR S.A.

Other Integral Results of the Period Separate Statement
Figures in throusands of Colombian pesos
From January 1 to December 31

2017
NET PROFIT OF THE PERIOD

2016

From January 1 to December 31

2017

2016

184.908.738

185.924.265

10.649.737

161.007.372

(302.426)

32.743

0

433.619

859.968
3.669.830
(1.135.292)
(17.592.305)

(1.349.665)
(15.417.587)
7.017.236
(131.329.255)

1.458.559
(2.038.933)
(247.774)
(1.756.297)

2.616.285
(25.641.769)
(723.494)
(118.070.433)

4.082.921
(20.734)

29.980.397
(32.131)

2.953.884
(20.734)

1.851.888
(32.131)

OTROS RESULTADO INTEGRAL DEL EJERCICIO

(10.438.038)

(111.098.263)

348.704

(139.566.035)

RESULTADO INTEGRAL TOTAL DEL EJERCICIO

174.470.700

74.826.003

10.998.440

21.441.337

OTHER INTEGRAL RESULT
Gain from exchange difference from investment
conversion overseas
Gain (loss) for valuation of controlled companies
Gain (loss) investments at fair value
Effect of tax on gains
Surplus from valuations in investments and
properties, plant and equipment
Effect of tax on gains
Gain for actuaries for employee beneﬁt plans

ANA MARÍA JAILLIER CORREA
Legal Representative
C.C. 42.895.563
See certiﬁcation attached

ANA ISABEL GONZÁLEZ VAHOS
Accountant
Professional Card No. 47345-T
See certiﬁcation attached

JAVIER EMILIO TÁMARA TORRES
External Auditor (Crowe Horwath)
Professional Card No. 208595 – T
See opinion attached
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Cash Flow Separate Statement
Figures in throusands of Colombian pesos

As of December 31

2017

2016

184.908.738

185.924.266

21.801.093
2.166.565
2.715.610
5.082.581
(3.824.992)
8.566.843
162.061
174.398
(966.985)
3.899.354
(1.472.804)
(41.229.922)
(1.543.243)
(34.577)
41.780.411
49.317.300
271.502.431

19.968.608
0
7.492.109
0
203.711
0
648.071
763.673
(260.513)
2.264.757
(291.824)
(40.111.621)
(3.968.659)
(24.761)
2.547.793
7.829.745
182.985.355

162.161.636
316.000
6.320.064
0
103.406.081
3.984.324
26.110.992
22.024.175
549.397.950
493.969.098
14.740.141
6.844.901
0
12.779.589
0
7.574.998
301.271
0
13.187.952
0
0
(115.733.883)

110.953.590
0
0
5.897.320
105.056.270
0
0
0
244.137.530
198.966.995
3.916.403
7.850.095
160.000
0
2.009.914
7.276.111
(2.028.954)
325.373
5.094.949
6.187.114
10.321.622
49.801.414

135.836.056
135.036.792
799.264
104.861.216
39.424.089
61.935.490
3.501.637
30.974.840

111.753.140
111.109.761
643.379
16.364.721
0
16.204.950
159.771
95.388.419

NET CASH FOR INVESTMENT ACTIVITIES
Plus: increase for ﬁnancing activities
Financial obligations
Increase of retained earnings
Other integral result
Minus: decreases in ﬁnancing activities
Dividends decreed
Decrease of reserves (tax on wealth)
Decrease of other integral result
Decrease of surplus for revaluation
Decrease of retained earnings
Financial obligations
NET CASH FOR FINANCING ACTIVITIES

5.568.729
0
2.497.383
3.071.346
69.717.472
28.138.182
1.443.154
0
13.509.387
0
26.626.750
(64.148.744)

87.027.648
87.027.648
0
0
160.307.164
27.569.559
3.603.876
9.749.404
101.348.859
18.035.466
0
(73.279.516)

Cash increase-decrease
Cash beginning the period

(148.907.787)
169.662.605

71.910.317
97.752.288

20.754.818

169.662.605

OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Proﬁt of the period
Items not affecting cash:
Plus: depreciation and impairment of properties, plant and equipment
Plus: depletion
Plus: amortization
Plus: amortizations deferred charges
Plus: provision of costs
Plus: provision of accounts receivable
Plus: provision for contingencies
Plus: expenses for difference in exchange rate
Minus: recovery from reimbursement of costs and expenses
Minus: loss in sale of properties, plant and equipment
Minus: proﬁt from sale of properties, plant and equipment
Minus: revenue, equity method
Minus: recovery of provisions
Minus: revenues from difference in exchange
Plus: loss, equity method
Plus: income tax caused
CASH GENERATED IN OPERATION
CHANGE IN OPERATING ITEMS
Plus: increased liabilities and decreased operating assets
Decrease of rights - intangibles
Decrease of assets for deferred taxes
Decrease of assets for current taxes
Increase of accounts payable
Increase of labor obligations
Increase of prepayments and advances received
Increase of revenues received in advance
Minus: increased assets and decreased operating liabilities
Increase of commercial accounts receivable and other accounts receivable
Increase of Inventories
Increase of expenses paid in advance
Increase of rights -- intangibles
Increase of assets for current taxes
Increase of assets for deferred taxes
Decrease of payment of tax
Decrease of deferred tax
Decrease of labor obligations
Decrease of estimated liabilities
Decrease of revenues received in advance
Decrease of prepayments and advances received
NET CASH FOR OPERATING ACTIVITIES
CASH FLOWS IN INVESTMENT ACTIVITIES
Plus: decrease in investment activities
Investments
Non-current assets maintained for sale
Minus: increases in investment activities
Intangible assets other than capital gain
Properties, plant and equipment
Investment properties
NET CASH FOR INVESTMENT ACTIVITIES

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS AT DECEMBER 31

ANA MARÍA JAILLIER CORREA
Legal Representative
C.C. 42.895.563
See certiﬁcation attached
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As of December 31

ANA ISABEL GONZÁLEZ VAHOS
Accountant
Professional Card No. 47345-T
See certiﬁcation attached

JAVIER EMILIO TÁMARA TORRES
External Auditor (Crowe Horwath)
Professional Card No. 208595 – T
See opinion attached

0
0
0
0
159.711.695

0
0
0
0
15.701.606

185.924.266
(157.786.085)
0
184.908.738
0
(28.138.182)
0
184.908.738

0
0
0
0
477.170.240

185.924.266
0
0
185.924.266

148.621.375
0
(148.621.375)

Results of
the period

320.827.309
156.342.930
0

0
0
0
320.827.309

204.179.370
116.647.939
0

Earnings
retained

ANA ISABEL GONZÁLEZ VAHOS
Accountant
Professional Card No. 47345-T
See certiﬁcation attached

159.711.695
0
0

0
0
0
159.711.695

0
0
0
15.701.606
15.701.606
0
0

159.711.695
0
0

Capital
surplus

15.701.606
0
0

Subscribed
and paid
capital

ANA MARÍA JAILLIER CORREA
Legal Representative
C.C. 42.895.563
See certiﬁcation attached

BALANCE AT DECEMBER 31, 2016
Reserves
Adjustments investments in associates
and subsidiaries
Results of the period
Revaluation reclassiﬁcation
Dividends
Revaluation surplus
BALANCE AT DECEMBER 31, 2017

BALANCE AT DECEMBER 31, 2015
Reserves
For transfer to results of previous
periods
Results of the period
Other integral result
Revaluation surplus
BALANCE AT DECEMBER 31, 2016

Figures in thousands of Colombian pesos

Changes In Equity Separate Statement

0
0
0
0
33.512.663

30.441.317
0
3.071.346

0
(9.749.404)
0
30.441.317

40.190.721
0
0

Other
integral
result

Changes in
equity

0
0
0
(13.509.387)
47.043.837

60.553.223
0
0

0
0
(101.348.858)
60.553.223

184.908.738
2.497.383
(28.138.182)
(13.509.387)
921.474.112

774.087.367
(1.443.155)
3.071.346

185.924.266
(9.749.404)
(101.348.858)
774.087.367

161.902.082 748.470.265
0
99.412.474
0 (148.621.375)

Revaluation
surplus

JAVIER EMILIO TÁMARA TORRES
External Auditor (Crowe Horwath)
Professional Card No. 208595 – T
See opinion attached

0
2.497.383
0
0
3.425.333

927.950
0
0

0
0
0
927.950

18.163.416
(17.235.466)
0

Result of
previous
periods

As of December 31, 2017-2016

CONSTRUCCIONES EL CÓNDOR S.A.
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OPINION CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

EXTERNAL AUDITOR’S REPORT

February 13, 2018
To the Assembly of Shareholders of CONSTRUCCIONES EL CÓNDOR S.A.
Consolidated financial statement report
I have audited the financial statements of CONSTRUCCIONES EL CÓNDOR S.A. and its
subsidiaries at December 31, 2017, which comprise the consolidated financial situation
statement, the results per duty and other integrated results, the changes in equity, and the
cash flow statement ended on that date and the corresponding notes, including a summary
of the significant accounting policies and other explanatory information.
Responsibility of Management pertaining to financial statements
Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these consolidated
financial statements in accordance with the Accounting and Financial Information Standards
generally accepted in Colombia; this includes the design, implementation and maintenance
of internal control relevant to the preparation of consolidated financial statements free from
material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error; and the selection and application of
proper accounting principles, and to establish appropriateness of accounting polies used.
External Auditor’s responsibility
My responsibility is to express an opinion on these consolidated financial statements based
on my audits. I gained the information necessary to meet my duties and conduct my audits in
accordance with the international auditing standards accepted in Colombia. These standards
require to plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the
consolidated financial statements are free of misstatements.
An audit comprises performing procedures to obtain evidence, among others, about
the amounts and disclosures in the consolidated financial statements. The procedures
selected depend on the auditor’s judgment, including the assessment of the risk of material
misstatements in the financial statements. In making those risk assessments, the external
auditor considers internal control relevant to the preparation and presentation of the financial
statements in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate given the circumstances.
An audit includes as well an assessment of the appropriate accounting policies used and the
accounting estimates made by Management, and evaluating the overall presentation of the
financial statements.
I believe that the audit evidence I have obtained provides a reasonable base for my opinion
below.
Opinion
In my opinion, the consolidated financial statements I audited were truthfully taken from
the books, exhibit, in all significant and reasonable manner, the financial situation of
CONSTRUCCIONES EL CÓNDOR S.A. and its subsidiaries at December 31, 2017, the results
of their operations and cash flows for the year ended on that date, in accordance with the
Accounting and Financial Information Standards accepted in Colombia.
Crowe Horwath CO S.A. is member of Crowe Horwath International
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Other matters
The consolidated financial statements of CONSTRUCCIONES EL CÓNDOR S.A., at December
31, 2016, which are part of the information on the financial statements attached, were
audited by another public accountant assigned to Crowe Horwath, in accordance with the
international audit standards accepted in Colombia. The foregoing unqualifed opinion was
provided on February 23, 2017.
Note No. 30 – Changes in policies, estimates and errores of the 2016 consoldiated financial
statements were restated by subsidiary Concesión Ruta al Mar S.A.S., which in turn affected
the consolidated figures of CONSTRUCCIONES EL CÓNDOR S.A. for the same period. Effects
on the consolidated financial statements as a result of the policy change and correction of
erros are explained therein.

JAVIER EMILIO TÁMARA TORRES
External Auditor
Professional Card No. 208.595-T
Appointed by CROWE HORWATH CO S.A.

Crowe Horwath CO S.A. is member of Crowe Horwath International
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CONSTRUCCIONES EL CÓNDOR S.A.
CERTIFICATION OF CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

February 13, 2018

Gentlemen
SHAREHOLDERS
CONSTRUCCIONES EL CÓNDOR S.A.
Medellín

Greetings,

Pursuant to article 47 of Law 964 of 2005, the Legal Representative of Construcciones
El Cóndor S.A. informs the shareholders that the operational efficiency of the controls
established by the Company were been verified by the undersigned, and that the existing
systems have been satisfactorily assessed in terms of financial information disclosure and
control. All controls and systems above mentioned were found in proper operation.

Sincerely,

ANA MARÍA JAILLIER CORREA
Legal Representative
C.C. 42.895.563
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CONSTRUCCIONES EL CÓNDOR S.A.
CERTIFICATION OF CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

February 13, 2018

Gentlemen
SHAREHOLDERS
CONSTRUCCIONES EL CÓNDOR S.A.
Medellín

The undersigned Legal Representative and the Accountant of
CONSTRUCCIONES EL CÓNDOR S.A.
CERTIFY
That the Consolidated Financial Statements and other reports relevant to the public, and the
operations of the Company at December 31, 2017, do not contain any inaccuracies or errors
which restrain from knowing its true equity condition.
The above is to comply with Article 46 of Law 964 of 2005.

ANA MARÍA JAILLIER CORREA
Legal Representative
C.C. 42.895.563

ANA ISABEL GONZÁLEZ VAHOS
Accountant
T.P. 47345-T
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CONSTRUCCIONES EL CÓNDOR S.A.
CERTIFICATION OF CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

We, ANA MARÍA JAILLIER CORREA, acting as the Legal Representative, and ANA ISABEL
GONZÁLEZ VAHOS, acting as the Accountant, hereby state that we have prepared
the consolidated statements of financial position, comprehensive income, changes in
consolidated equity and cash flows at December 31, 2017 of CONSTRUCCIONES EL CÓNDOR
S.A. with Tax I.D. No. 890.922.447-4. This task was prepared applying the International
Financial Reporting Standards applicable in Colombia affirming that they reasonably present
the financial standing at December 31, 2017, and furthermore:
1. We are responsible for the reasonable preparation and presentation of the consolidated
financial statements of the Corporation, and hereby state that the figures were truly taken
from the official accounting books and their corresponding complementary documents.
2. We are not aware in any way of:
•
•

•

•

Irregularities involving members of the administration or employees, which may hinder
the consolidated financial statements of the Corporation.
Communications from regulators which by law should exercise control over the
corporation, due to the breach of legal provisions in force or to the improper presentation
of the information requested.
Possible breach of laws or regulations that may create lawsuits or taxes, with effects that
should be deemed worth disclosing on the consolidated financial statements or taken as
a foundation to estimate contingent liabilities.
Assets or liabilities other than those registered in the books, or revenues or costs that hurt
the results and that should be disclosed in accordance with the International Financial
Reporting Standards of Colombia.

3. The Corporation has satisfactorily protected all of the assets it owns as well as those of third
parties in its power; there are no pledges or liens on said assets
4. The Corporation has fully met all contractual agreements which if breached could have an
effect on its financial information.
5. No events subsequent to the statement of financial position have taken place that could
require an adjustment or disclosure on the consolidated financial statements at December
31, 2017.

ANA MARÍA JAILLIER CORREA
Representante Legal
C.C. 42.895.563
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ANA ISABEL GONZÁLEZ VAHOS
Contadora
T.P. 47345-T
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Financial Situation Consolidated Statement
Figures in thousands of Colombian pesos

A diciembre 31

A diciembre 31

A diciembre 31

ASSETS
Cash and cash equivalents
Current investments
Commercial accounts receivable and other accounts receivable
Accounts receivable, related parties
Assets for current taxes
Inventaries
Intangibles
Expenses paid in advance and deferred charges
Non-current assets kept for sale
CURRENT ASSET
Inverstments in ﬁnancial instruments
Investments in associates and joint businesses
Commercial accounts receivable and other accounts receivable
Accounts receivable, related parties
Expenses paid in advance
Intangible assets other than capital gain
Asset for deferred taxes
Properties, plant and equipment
Investment properties
TOTAL NON-CURRENT ASSET
TOTAL ASSETS

2016

2016

428.220.483
7.126
908.480.283
10.140.013
46.368.044
125.294.791
0
8.535.330
1.682.349
1.528.728.419
815.628
83.669.186
72.642.170
292.990.171
2.335.299
354.125.435
36.308.196
330.426.728
4.490.374
1.177.803.186
2.706.531.605

250.437.314
168.747.043
519.815.928
92.331.254
31.812.433
187.994.794
316.000
4.944.539
2.481.613
1.258.880.918
2.100.491
93.519.376
17.974.091
213.174.894
2.257.067
131.051.456
43.735.529
291.502.295
988.737
796.303.935
2.055.184.853

250.437.314
168.747.043
519.816.635
92.331.255
31.812.433
187.994.794
316.000
4.005.448
2.481.613
1.257.942.535
2.100.491
93.519.376
940.868
213.174.894
921.440
147.993.555
43.735.529
291.502.295
988.737
794.877.183
2.052.819.719

LIABILITY
Financial obligations
Commercial ﬁnancing companies
Commercial accounts receivable and other accounts receivable
Accounts receivable, related parties
Current taxes
Labor obligations
Other accounts payable
Prepayments and advances received
Revenues received in advance
CURRENT LIABILITY
Financial obligations
Commercial ﬁnancing companies
Commercial accounts receivable and other acc. receiv.
Other accounts payable
Prepayments and advances received
Liability for deferred taxes
NON-CURRENT LIABILITY
TOTAL LIABILITY

500.973.341
32.675.481
384.663.321
451.001
47.310.289
9.791.612
118.432.997
65.118.090
25.491.033
1.184.907.165
302.085.748
140.313.004
11.118.806
2.285.341
2.740.683
93.243.984
551.787.567
1.736.694.732

520.656.176
19.835.004
326.376.170
0
3.537.191
5.825.566
88.703.782
17.564.409
3.466.858
985.965.156
28.000.000
106.740.141
93.079
1.088.798
17.455.587
92.691.511
246.069.116
1.232.034.272

520.656.176
19.835.004
324.155.580
0
3.537.191
5.825.566
88.703.782
17.564.409
3.466.858
983.744.565
28.000.000
106.740.141
93.079
944.256
17.455.587
92.691.511
245.924.575
1.229.669.140

EQUITY
Subscribed and paid capital
Premium in share placement
Results of the period
Retained earnings
EQUITY ATTRIBUTED TO CONTROLLERS
NON-CONTROLLING INTERESTS
EQUITY
TOTAL LIABILITY AND EQUITY

15.701.606
159.711.695
184.908.738
561.152.073
921.474.112
48.362.761
969.836.873
2.706.531.605

15.701.606
159.711.695
185.924.266
412.749.802
774.087.369
49.063.212
823.150.581
2.055.184.853

15.701.606
159.711.695
185.924.266
412.749.800
774.087.367
49.063.212
823.150.579
2.052.819.719

ANA MARÍA JAILLIER CORREA
Legal Representative
C.C. 42.895.563
See certiﬁcation attached

2017

ANA ISABEL GONZÁLEZ VAHOS
Accountant
Professional Card No. 47345-T
See certiﬁcation attached

Restated

JAVIER EMILIO TÁMARA TORRES
External Auditor (Crowe Horwath)
Professional Card No. 208595 – T
See opinion attached
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Income Consolidated Statement per Function
Figures in thousands of Colombian pesos
From January 1 to December 31

2017

2016

Restated

From January 1 to December 31

2016
2016

2017

Restated

REVENUES FROM NORMAL ACTIVITIES
Sale of goods
Services provided
Revenues for dividends

11.859.014
886.345.077
488.667

12.281.743
616.199.288
328.633

3.084.483
177.758.712
0

3.133.966
208.262.261
0

TOTAL REVENUES FROM NORMAL ACTIVITIES

898.692.758

628.809.664

180.843.195

211.396.227

Operating costs

(782.524.606)

(540.132.815)

(170.158.495)

(176.281.844)

GROSS PROFIT

116.168.152

88.676.849

10.684.700

35.114.383

Administration expenses
Other revenues
Other expenses
Other gains or losses

(36.748.014)
32.239.489
(18.871.950)
159.695.741

(31.848.782)
11.264.507
(8.484.153)
143.275.516

(11.111.823)
27.349.320
(4.919.624)
1.762.373

(9.821.359)
7.925.429
(2.454.286)
142.945.421

OPERATING PROFIT

252.483.417

202.883.937

23.764.945

173.709.588

Financial revenues
Financial expenses
Gain (loss), equity method

100.932.473
(120.031.942)
2.381.129

85.253.421
(130.515.273)
36.846.526

28.350.036
(29.249.407)
886.378

21.127.688
(36.177.645)
2.259.866

PROFIT BEFORE TAXES

235.765.077

194.468.611

23.751.952

160.919.497

(52.271.494)
0

(6.280.152)
(1.829.035)

(14.528.359)
0

(718.584)
276.956

PROFIT OF THE PERIOD

183.493.584

186.359.424

9.223.594

160.477.869

Attributed to:
Owners of the controlling company
Non-controlling interests

184.908.738
(1.415.154)

185.924.266
435.158

10.649.735
(1.426.141)

161.007.373
(529.504)

PROFIT OF THE PERIOD

183.493.584

186.359.424

9.223.594

160.477.869

Provision for income tax
Provision for tax on equity CREE

ANA MARÍA JAILLIER CORREA
Legal Representative
C.C. 42.895.563
See certiﬁcation attached
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ANA ISABEL GONZÁLEZ VAHOS
Accountant
Professional Card No. 47345-T
See certiﬁcation attached

JAVIER EMILIO TÁMARA TORRES
External Auditor (Crowe Horwath)
Professional Card No. 208595 – T
See opinion attached

CONSTRUCCIONES EL CÓNDOR S.A.

Other Integral Results of the Period Consolidated Statement
Figures in throusands of Colombian pesos
From January 1 to December 31

2017
NET PROFIT OF THE PERIOD

2016

Restated

From January 1 to December 31

2016
2016

2017

Restated

183.493.584

186.359.424

9.223.594

160.477.869

(302.426)

32.743

0

433.619

859.968
3.669.830
(1.135.292)
(17.592.305)

(1.349.665)
(15.417.587)
7.017.236
(131.329.255)

1.458.559
(2.038.934)
(247.774)
(1.756.297)

2.616.285
(25.641.769)
(723.494)
(118.070.433)

4.082.921
(20.734)

29.980.397
(32.131)

2.953.884
(20.734)

1.851.888
(32.131)

OTHER INTEGRAL RESULT OF THE PERIOD

(10.438.038)

(111.098.263)

348.704

(139.566.035)

TOTAL INTEGRAL RESULT OF THE PERIOD

173.055.545

75.261.161

9.572.297

20.911.834

Attributed to:
Owners of the controlling company
Non-controlling interests

174.470.699
(1.415.154)

74.826.003
435.158

10.998.438
(1.426.141)

21.441.338
(529.504)

TOTAL INTEGRAL RESULT OF THE PERIOD

173.055.545

75.261.161

9.572.297

20.911.834

OTHER INTEGRAL RESULT
Gain from exchange diference from investment
conversion overseas
Effect on tax on earnings
Gain (loss) for valuation of controlled companies
Gain (loss) for investments at fair value
Effect on tax on earnings
Surplus from valuations of investments, properties,
plant and equipment
Effect on tax on earnings
Actuary gains from employee beneﬁt plans

ANA MARÍA JAILLIER CORREA
Legal Representative
C.C. 42.895.563
See certiﬁcation attached

ANA ISABEL GONZÁLEZ VAHOS
Accountant
Professional Card No. 47345-T
See certiﬁcation attached

JAVIER EMILIO TÁMARA TORRES
External Auditor (Crowe Horwath)
Professional Card No. 208595 – T
See opinion attached
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Cash Flow Consolidated Statement
Figures in throusands of Colombian pesos

As of December 31

OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Proﬁt attributed to:
Owners of the controlling company
Non-controlling interests
Items that do not affect cash:
Plus: depreciation and impairment of property, plant and equipment
Plus: amortizations and impairment
Plus: amortization deferred charges
Plus: expenses for difference in exchange rate
Plus: provision for costs
Plus: provision for accounts receivable
Plus: provision for contingencies
Minus: recovery from reimbrusement of costs and expenses
Plus: loss from sale of properties, plant and equipment
Minus: proﬁt from sale of property, plant and equipment
Minus: net equity method
Minus: revenues from normal activities
Minus: recovery of provisions
Minus: revenue from difference in exchange
Plus: income tax caused
CASH GENERATION IN OPERATION
CHANGE IN OPERATING ITEMS:
Plus: increased liabilities and decreased operating assets
Decrease of inventories
Decrease of rights - intangibles
Decrease of commercial accounts receivable and other accounts receivable
Increase in commercial accounts receivable and other accounts receivable
Increase in deferred tax
Increase in labor obligations
Increase in other liabilities and provisions
Increase in prepayments received
Increase in prepayments and advances received
Minus: increased assets and decreased operating liabilities
Increase in commercial accounts receivable and other accounts rec.
Increase in deferred tax
Increase in deferreds
Increase in rights - intangibles
Decrease in payment of tax
Decrease in estimated liabilities
Decrease in revenues received in advance
Decrease in prepayments and advanced payments received
NET CASH FOR OPERATING ACTIVITIES
CASH FLOWS IN INVESTMENT ACTIVITIES:
Plus: decrease in investment activities
Non-current assets maintained for sale
Investments
Minus: increases in investment activities
Properties, plant and equipment
Investment properties
NET CASH FOR INVESTMENT ACTIVITIES
NET CASH FOR FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Plus: increased ﬁnancing activities
Financial obligations
Increased retained earnings
Other integral result
Non-controlling interest
Minus: decreased ﬁnancing activities
Financial obligations
Other integral result
Revaluation surplus
Dividends decreed
Non-controlling interests
Decreased reserves (tax on wealth)
Decreased retained proﬁts
NET CASH FOR FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Increase-Decrease of cash
Cash beginning the period
CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS AT DECEMBER 31

ANA MARÍA JAILLIER CORREA
Legal Representative
C.C. 42.895.563
See certiﬁcation attached
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Accountant
Professional Card No. 47345-T
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As of December 31

2016

2017

Restated

184.908.738
(1.415.154)

185.924.266
435.158

22.614.830
5.260.397
5.082.581
174.398
(3.824.992)
8.566.843
162.061
(966.985)
3.899.354
(1.472.804)
(2.381.129)
(179.996.835)
(1.543.243)
(34.577)
52.271.494
91.304.977

20.504.324
11.989.524
0
763.672
203.711
0
648.071
(260.513)
2.264.757
(291.824)
(36.846.526)
(71.357.460)
(3.968.659)
(24.761)
8.109.187
118.092.927

234.828.361
62.700.004
0
0
70.730.865
7.979.805
3.966.046
34.588.690
22.024.175
32.838.777
527.947.042
464.218.745
0
8.929.420
47.843.725
6.955.152
0
0
0
(201.813.704)

249.132.621
5.620.900
7.944.153
36.243.902
198.441.866
0
881.800
0
0
0
118.668.535
0
4.015.382
12.784.646
0
7.797.500
77.939.732
6.187.114
9.944.161
248.557.013

183.055.363
799.264
182.256.099
67.467.452
63.965.815
3.501.637
115.587.911

65.522.737
643.379
64.879.358
21.503.442
21.343.671
159.771
44.019.295

307.099.684
300.816.253
2.497.383
3.071.346
714.703
43.090.723
0
0
13.509.387
28.138.182
0
1.443.154
0
264.008.961

0
0
0
0
0
190.578.526
29.580.591
9.749.404
101.348.858
27.569.559
690.772
3.603.876
18.035.466
(190.578.526)

177.783.168
250.437.314

101.997.782
148.439.532

428.220.483

250.437.314

JAVIER EMILIO TÁMARA TORRES
External Auditor (Crowe Horwath)
Professional Card No. 208595 – T
See opinion attached

0
0
0
159.711.695
159.711.695
0
0
0
0
0
0
159.711.695

0
0
0
15.701.606
15.701.606
0
0
0
0
0
0
15.701.606
0
0
0
0
477.170.240

320.827.309
156.342.930
0

0
0
0
320.827.309

204.179.370
116.647.939
0

Earnings
retained

184.908.738
0
(28.138.182)
0
184.908.738

185.924.266
(157.786.085)
0

185.924.266
0
0
185.924.266

148.621.375
0
(148.621.375)

Results of
the period

ANA ISABEL GONZÁLEZ VAHOS
Accountant
Professional Card No. 47345-T
See certiﬁcation attached

159.711.695
0
0

Capital
surplus

15.701.606
0
0

Subscribed
and paid
capital

ANA MARÍA JAILLIER CORREA
Legal Representative
C.C. 42.895.563
See certiﬁcation attached

BALANCE AT DECEMBER 31, 2016
Reserves
Adjustments investments in associates
and subsidiaries
Results of the period
Revaluation reclassiﬁcation
Dividends
Revaluation surplus
BALANCE AT DECEMBER 31, 2017

BALANCE AT DECEMBER 31, 2015
Reserves
For transfer to results of previous
periods
Results of the period
Other integral result
Revaluation surplus
BALANCE AT DECEMBER 31, 2016

Figures in thousands of Colombian pesos

Changes In Equity Consolidated Statement

0
0
0
(13.509.387)
47.043.837

60.553.223
0
0

30.441.317
0
3.071.346
0
0
0
0
33.512.663

0
0
(101.348.858)
60.553.223

161.902.082
0
0

Revaluation
surplus

0
(9.749.404)
0
30.441.317

40.190.721
0
0

Other
integral
result

JAVIER EMILIO TÁMARA TORRES
External Auditor (Crowe Horwath)
Professional Card No. 208595 – T
See opinion attached

0
2.497.383
0
0
3.425.333

927.950
0
0

0
0
0
927.950

18.163.416
(17.235.466)
0

Result of
previous
periods

184.908.738
2.497.383
(28.138.182)
(13.509.386)
921.474.112

774.087.367
(1.443.155)
3.071.346

185.924.266
(9.749.404)
(101.348.858)
774.087.367

748.470.265
99.412.474
(148.621.375)

Changes in
equity

As of December 31, 2017-2016

CONSTRUCCIONES EL CÓNDOR S.A.
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GRI CONTENT
INDEX
GRI 101 Fundamentals, 2016
GRI 102 General Contents, 2016
Indicator

Page and section

Observations and omissions

Organizational profile
102-1; Name of the
organization

Construcciones El Cóndor S.A.

102-2; Activities, brands,
products, and services

Pg. 21 Company profile

102-3; Location of
headquarters

Medellín, Colombia

102-4; Location of operations

Pg. 21 Company profile

102-5; Ownership and legal
form

Pg. 21 Company profile, Pg. 29
Governance structure

102-6; Markets served

Pg. 21 Company profile

102-7; Scale of the
organization

Pg. 13 Management report:
Pg. 21 Company profile; Pg. 53
Collaborators

102-8; Information of
employees and other
workers

Pg. 53 Collaborator

102-9; Supply chain

Pg. 23 Value generation

102-10; Significant changes
in the organization and its
supply chain

Pg. 38 Legal situation

102-11; Precautionary
principle

Pg. 43 Responsible engineering

102-12; External initiatives

Great Place to Work, ISO
9001, ISO 14001; OHSAS 18001.
Consideration of development
agendas (ODS, COP 21, others)
on sustainability analysis
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Indicator

Page and section

102-13; Membership of
associations

Observations and omissions
CCI Colombian Infrastructure
Chamber) where the Company
does not hold seats in the
governance body, participate
in projects or committees, or
contribute significant funds

Strategy
102-14; Statement from
senior executives decisionmakers

Pg. 13 Management report

102-15; Key impacts, risks and
opportunities

Pg. 13 Management report

Governance, ethics and transparency
Ethics and integrity
102-16; Values, principles,
standards and norms of
behavior

Pg. 29 Corporate governance.
Pg. 33 Ethics and transparency

102-17; Mechanisms for
advice and ethical concerns

Pg. 33 Ethics and transparency

Governance
102-18; Governance structure

Pg. 29 Governance structure

102-19; Delegating authority

Pg. 33 Senior management

102-22; Composition of
the highest body and its
committees

Pg. 29 Governance structure

102-23; Chairman of the
highest governance body

100

The Chairman of the Board does
not hold an executive position

102-24; Appointment and
selection of the highest
governance body

Pg. 30 Governance structure

102-25; Conflicts of interest

Pg. 30 Governance structure

102-26; Duty of the highest
governance body for the
selection of objectives,
values and strategy

Pg. 30 Governance structure

102-28; Performance
evaluation of the highest
governance body

Pg. 30 Governance structure

102-30; Efifectiveness of risk
management processes

Pg. 30 Governance structure

102-32; Duty of the highest
governance body to prepare
sustainability reports

Pg. 7 About this report

102-35; Remuneration

Pg. 30 Governance structure

Due to confidentiality and
security limitations, this indicator
is reported partially.
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Indicator

Page and section

Observations and omissions

Stakeholder engagement
102-40; List of stakeholder
groups

Pg. 8 Stakeholder relations

102-41; Collective bargaining
agreements

There are no collective
bargaining agreements

102-42; Identification and
selection of stakeholders

Pg. 8 Stakeholder relations

102-43; Focus for stakeholder
participation

Pg. 8 Stakeholder relations

102-44; Key tops and
concerns mentioned

Pg. 38 Legal situation

No specific participation has
been given to prepare the report

Report preparation practices
102-45; Entities included
in consolidated financial
statements

Pg. 28 Business Group

1102-46; Definition of
contents and coverages

Pg. 9 Materiality, coverage and
scope

102-47; List of material topics

Pg. 9 Materiality, coverage and
scope

102-48; Information
reexpression

Pg. 9 Materiality, coverage and
scope

102-49; Changes in preparing
reports

Pg. 9 Materiality, coverage and
scope

102-50; Period of the report

Pg. 7 About this report

102-51; Date of last report

Indicator 201-1 was reexpressed
in this report to make it more
understandable for the reader. A
comparison of 2016 and 2017 is
published.
The indicator of quality in
aftermarket was omitted given
the minimum number of miles
and this is not the sustainability
focus of this topic.

Fiscal year 2017
The last report was published in
fiscal year 2016

102-52; Cycle of reports
prepared

Pg. 7 About this report

102-53; Contact for questions
about report

Pg. 11 About this report

102-54; Statement of report
prepared in accordance with
GRI guidelines

Pg. 7 About this report

12-55; GRI content index

Pg. 77 GRI content index

102-56; External assurance

Pg. 7 About this report

GRI 103, Management focus 2016 (applied to all material topics)
Profitable growth
GRI 201, Economic performance 2016
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Indicador

Page and section

201-1; Direct economic value
generated and distributed

Pg. 23 Value generation

Own: Compliance of MEGA

Pg. 15 Corporate results

Own: Operating margin

Pg. 15 Corporate results

Own: ROEC construction

Pg. 15 Corporate results

Own: EBITDA construction

Pg. 15 Corporate results

Own: Annual invoicing goal

Pg. 15 Corporate results

Observations and omissions

Stone materials
GRI 301, Materials, 2016
301-1; Materials used by
weight or volume

Pg. 48 Critical materials

Own: Efficient use of stone
materials

Pg. 47 Stone materials

Own: Grinding efficiency

Pg. 47 Stone materials

Reduction of emissions
GRI 305; Emissions, 2016
305-1; Direct GHG emissions

Pg. 48 Greenhouse gas emissions

Own: Economic savings due
to fuel reduction

Pg. 48 Greenhouse gas emissions

Own: Emissions avoided due
to reduced fuel used

Pg. 48 Greenhouse gas emissions

Own: Compensated
emissions

Pg. 48 Greenhouse gas emissions

Collaborators
GRI 401; Employment, 2016
401-1; New employee hires
and turnover

Pg. 54 Collaborators

Own: Personnel turnover
with indefinite contract

Pg. 54 Collaborators

Own: Internal customer
satisfaction

Pg. 56 Human talent mangement

GRI 403, Occupational health and safety, 2016
403-1; Workforce represented
in formal committees
worker-company in health
and safety

Pg. 56 Accident and disease
prevention

403-2; Types and rates of
accidents, diseases, lost days,
absenteeism and deaths

Pg. 56 Accident and disease
prevention

GRI 404, Training and education, 2016
404-1 Average hours of
training
Community engagement
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Pg. 59 Management of knowledge

Omission: information per
gender is not held
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Indicador

Page and section

Observations and omissions

GRI 413, Local Communities, 2016
413-1; Operations with
implemented local
community engagement,
impact assessments, and
development programs

Pág. 60 Community engagement

Compliance
GRI 307, Environmental compliance, 2016
GRI 307-1 Noncompliance of
environmental regulation
and legislation

Pg. 38 Legal situation

GRI 419-1 Noncompliance
of social and economic
regulation and legislation

Pg. 38 Legal situation

Innovation

Pg. 44 Innovation

Management focus is reported

Product quality

Pg. 45 Product quality

Management focus and own
indicators are reported since GRI
has no indicators applicable to
this business
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